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The Evolution of Ultra  

There is only one constant: nothing ever stays the same. Everything evolves, and ultramara-
thons are no exception. In the beginning, an ultra was simply defined as any footrace longer 
than a marathon. Common distances included 50K, 50 miles, and 100 miles. They were crazy! 
But evidently the original incarnations were not enough.  

The change was one of proliferation, rather than pure replacement. You know how it goes. 
When flip phones became smart phones, the original thing went away pretty quickly (even 
though your dad may still love that flip phone). But when vinyl gave way to cassettes gave 
way to CDs gave way to mp3 files... lovers of each media platform kept the original alive 
(well, except for cassettes; R.I.P., gift mix-tapes). Similarly, the ultra phenomenon has grown 
to include new events while the originals remained popular. 50K participation seems to be as 
high as ever, and the number of 50 and hundred-mile races is in no danger of being called 
small. But oh, what a bonanza of other stuff there is to dream of doing now!  

In this ultra-huge issue of the SMAC newsletter, we examine all manner of these events, from 
stage races to DFL runs to timed ultras and more. We also take a look at crucial aspects of the 
ultra world, including crewing, pacing, volunteering, training, nutrition, and the mental game.  
For all of us, whether we take part in ultras ourselves or just observe and read about it from 
the sidelines, it’s an exciting time to be a part of both the local and broader ultrarunning 
scenes, as we collectively push boundaries and test the limits of what we can achieve.  

                -Ben Kimball, editor 

GIANT-SIZE 
ISSUE! 

A tribute to blissful autumn trail running, by SMAC member Bryant Johnson. 
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 A few months ago when Jeanne LaPierre suggested an 
ultrarunning-themed issue of the SMAC newsletter, I thought, 
“hey, that’s a great idea!” and “I wonder if we’ll be able to 
gather enough material to fill it?” Cue eye roll; cut to present.  

 Here we are today with far and away the biggest one yet. 
You guys, the SMAC members, have outdone yourselves and 
offered up enough amazing submissions to fill a space cruiser. 
Not the local bulk-cruisers, mind you. I'm talking about the 
big Corellian ships now. Yeah. We’ve got some serious mega 
word bling here, friends. And I love it. ALL of it.  

Ultras 

 My own initiation into the ultra world came in 2013 when 
I successfully ran the Pisgah 50K trail race up in southwest 
New Hampshire. You can read my blog post about that here. 
After that, I tried and barely finished a 40-miler (write-up on 
that one here). And since then it’s been a smattering of 50Ks 
along with one failed attempt at a 50-miler. The reasons for 
that apparent trailing off of interest has more to do with an 
onslaught of various injuries and ailments (blood clots?? seri-
ously?) than my desire to run them. I’ll be back, I know it.  

 For what it’s worth, here’s my admittedly unverified take 
on making the jump from being a “regular” runner or mara-
thoner to being an ultrarunner: it’s so much simpler than you 
think. Yes, you have to put in more miles, and yes it takes 
more time. And sure, it certainly seems daunting at first (if a 
marathon makes you THAT tired…). But the truth is that each 
one of my ultras has felt gentler overall on my body than 
most of the marathons I’ve done.  

 One likely reason for the softer nature of ultras is, well… 
nature. Most ultras are held on trails. And on trails you simply 
don’t have 26.2 miles of pavement pounding going on. And 
another reason why ultras are more doable than many at first 
imagine is that, at least for that first 50K, it’s basically just the 
same thing as running a marathon, only slower. And going 
slower is easier on the body. I’ve found that the recovery 
time for ultras often seems days if not weeks faster than mar-
athons. Who knew?!? Well, lots of people, probably, but I 
mean I wasn’t listening then so it was news to me. Speaking 
of news, by the way, how about getting a little in this letter? 

Recent News 

 A quick recap of conversations at several recent Board 
meetings: the 2nd Annual New England Green River Mara-
thon on September 1, 2019 was a great success for the club, 
both in terms of how it went on the day of the race and how 
it helps the club financially; it made a decent profit for us, 
even after we donated half of the proceeds to our partners at 
the Connecticut River Conservancy for watershed health and 
cleanup efforts. The SMAC race series is almost over for the 
year, and there will be a celebratory banquet for participants 
and their families at the Hotel Umass in Amherst soon after 
the final race of the 2019 series, the 9K for K9 run in Wendell. 
At one of the final Northampton 5K cross-country races this 
past summer, Ray Willis became the first runner over 90 
(years old!) to ever finish there.  

Coming Attractions 

 Stay tuned for upcoming email, website, and social media 
announcements about fun end of the season events like the 
series banquet, the Annual Meeting (first week in January), 
and various other club runs and gatherings. Also watch for 
the Annual issue of the Sun in mid-December, collecting all of 
the member profiles for 2019.  

The Sun 

 While the loose theme of this issue is ultras, it still packs 
a giant treasure trove of great stuff, like a race report for the 
club’s New England Green River Marathon by Abbie Goldberg
-Zaret, a terrific article about aging by Jeannie LaPierre, an 
overview of SMAC youth programs by Tom Van den Broeck 
Raffensperger, and a summary of Patrick Pezzati’s 100+ mile 
bike ride at this year’s D2R2, as well as guest articles by some 
good friends here in the Valley. And as always there are great 
member profiles (three of ‘em!), race shorts, the upcoming 
races list, and more. Happy running, my friends! 

         -Ben 

Ultrarunning XL 

http://benkimballphotography.blogspot.com/2013/09/and-finally-pisgah-aka-my-first-ultra.html
http://benkimballphotography.blogspot.com/2013/12/sunup-to-sundown.html
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It’s sometimes hard to believe that I’ve been ultrarunning 
for over 10 years now. I’ve always been a runner. After grad-
uating from college, and no longer having a team to train 
with, or set my daily schedule, or determine my goals for the 
year, I found myself trying to figure out where I fit in and 
what I wanted to do. I did a few years of marathons, then 
triathlons, then mountain bike and cyclocross racing. Each 
sport fulfilled my desire for fitness and playing outdoors, but 
each lost its luster to me after a few years and another “shiny 
new” sport captured my imagination. Then came ultrarun-
ning, the shiny new sport that has captured me for over a 
decade now, and continues to challenge and excite me. 

When I was training up for my first ultra in 2007, I didn’t 
know what I was doing or what I was truly getting myself in-
to. In those days, there weren’t many resources to rely up-
on—no books with training plans, no blogs with valuable sto-
ries of ‘lessons learned’, no ultrarunning coaches to guide a 
runner’s training. The single resource that was out there was 
Dean Karnazes’ Ultramarathon Man book, which offered 
some grand tales that frankly scared the crap out of me—sort 
of a “we run uphill both ways, with no running shoes on, in 
the snow” type of tales. Even as a religious subscriber of Run-
ner’s World, there was no mention of ultrarunning in any arti-
cles or stories, as it was still truly a fringe sport in 2007.  

My friend Nick and I trained up for our first 50K and 50-
miler on our own, making every mistake in the book. We did-
n’t know how to fuel and hydrate, had no idea how to pre-
treat our feet for the inevitable blisters, and we thought that 
doing a few 2-3 hour training runs would be “good enough” 
for us to toe the line at our first 50-miler at Vermont 50. We 
both were under-trained for the race, and then compounded 
the situation by not fueling, hydrating, or taking in enough 
electrolytes. I stumbled home to a 10:30 finish, and Nick fin-
ished in 11:15. The blisters, chafing, and inability to keep 
food down post-race were testament to how little we knew 
about what we were doing. 

However, after a few races we were fortunate enough to 
get introduced to some local ultrarunners who helped guide 
us through training for our first 100-miler, imparting valuable 
knowledge over many shared miles. One of those experi-
enced ultrarunners that mentored me (more than she knows) 
was the amazing Donna Utakis. I had known her name be-
fore meeting her, as she was one of three females in New 
England who seemed to have won everything, not that she 
will ever mention that or give herself credit for her incredible 
accomplishments. Training with her over the winter and 
spring of 2009 shaped me into a much stronger and more 
confident ultrarunner. Heck, she even imparted valuable wis-
dom like how to eat a salted potato properly: don’t put the 
salt-dipped part down on the tongue (a lesson that I, sadly, 
had to be told). 

I am not suggesting that those who are joining the sport 
now have things easier—the biggest key to success in ul-
trarunning is to log the miles. There’s no shortcut to hard 
work, right?!? But the biggest change between when I en-
tered the sport in 2007 and now is how much ultrarunning 
has entered the conversation in the running world. There are 
numerous books telling stories and offering training sugges-
tions to get you to your first (or fastest) ultra finish. There are 
ultramarathon coaches across the country who are willing to 
guide runners through training, offering useful advice on nu-
trition, strength training, and racing strategies. Most notably, 
ultrarunners are included in mainstream media, from various 
news outlets like Runner’s World, Outside Magazine, and The 
New York Times, to documentaries on Nikki Kimball’s Long 
Trail FKT and the Barkley Marathons. People outside of the 
running community have heard of this sport. 

With all these changes have come increased numbers 
and media coverage, as well as the infusion of major spon-

Back in My Ultrarunning Day – A Look at The Sport Over the Past Decade  
by Amy Rusiecki 

The Running Life 

[Continued next page] Amy on home trails at South Sugarloaf Mtn. (Ben Kimball photo) 
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sors and professional ultrarunners. Companies such as The 
North Face, Under Armour, and most recently Spartan, all put 
on ultras across the country. The prize money in ultras has 
increased correspondingly, and with that has come deeper 
and younger talent to vie for the opportunity to earn a pay-
day on the trails. 

However, I am comforted by what hasn’t changed in ul-
trarunning. Two reasons in particular have kept me loyal to 

this sport for so long. First, most ultras feature an amazingly 
down-to-earth, supportive, and laid-back community. Run-
ners often work together in a race, employing an “us versus 
the course” rather than a “me versus you” mentality. Finish-
ers stick around long after they’ve crossed the line to cheer 
on other runners (especially ones that they maybe shared 
miles with throughout the course). Ultras tend to not have 
blow-up finish arches, no DJ pumping out tunes and calling 
every finisher across the line—ultras are often understated in 
their presence, yet those around understand the enormity of 
what you’ve just accomplished and make you feel like you’re 
the biggest winner of the day regardless of your time or 
place. And that vibe hasn’t changed much over the years, and 
is what draws many ultrarunners to “old school” and low-key 
races year after year. 

The second thing that has kept me in ultrarunning for so 
long is that it continues to challenge me. There’s always a 
different distance to train for, another goal to chase, or a big-
ger dream to reach for. I’ve been fortunate, having achieved 
so much in my ultrarunning career, yet I don’t know that I’ve 
ever perfected the 100-mile distance, nor have I completed 
all the races on my bucket list, and those thoughts keeps me 
coming back year after year.  

***** 

Amy Rusiecki is a SMAC member from South Deerfield,  
a regular columnist for Ultrarunning magazine, 

and the race director of many local trail races and ultras.  

The Running Life 

[Ultrarunning Through the Years, continued from previous page] 

Amy Rusiecki (orange-ish 
top) and a 2nd volunteer 
guide blind ultrarunner 
Kyle Robidoux through 
mile 9 of the 2017 Ver-
mont 100K race. See her 
column in the latest issue 
of Ultrarunning magazine 
for a full examination of 
athletes with disabilities. 
Runners like Kyle refuse to 
be defined by the bounda-
ries that others place on 
them and have been 
shattering many precon-
ceptions about limits. This 
is just one aspect of how 
inspiring the ultrarunning 
community can be.  

(Ben Kimball photos) 

https://ultrarunning.com/
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Race Report 

This was my second year doing the Vermont 50. In 2018,  
I ran it for the first time and it took me 10 hours, 50 minutes. 
The course has beautiful varied terrain. It has elevation, and 
lots of it. Over 8,000 feet of climbing. The terrain changes 
after mile 31; it becomes more technical and has numerous 
switchbacks. It requires more attention and the winding back 
and forth does a number on your legs when you aren’t used 
to all the turning. I finished happy and exhausted. I learned 
some valuable lessons for training, and had an amazing day.  

This year I wanted to run it faster, and be more prepared 
for the switchbacks and singletrack. The training begins in 
May for this late-September race. I knew the volume of my 
training had been sufficient, but I needed to get better at the 
switchbacks and allow my muscles to appreciate them too.  

I have a confession: I love the training for races. The 
structure and the rhythm of the plan. The building for three 
weeks and recovering for a week. It’s the planning, the exe-
cution of the plan and the checking off runs completed too. 
My primary goal in training is to try and build slowly as to not 
get injured and mix in some different kinds of running to pre-
vent the overuse type injuries. This year I wanted to incorpo-
rate the singletrack switchbacks as well as elevation. 

I added two trail runs a week that mimicked the terrain in 
the last 20 miles of the VT 50. I had volume for long runs and 
some tempo runs for strength. I tried to do long runs on soft 
surfaces as well: dirt, trails, dirt roads, etc. The big weeks 
seemed daunting at times: running 20 miles the day before a 
marathon or a 31-mile run then a 2½-hour trail run the next 
day. My legs often felt tired and there were days I wondered 
just how to would be able to complete the runs. But I did.  

Some days the runs felt sluggish and slow. There were 
trail runs that felt hard when the week before they felt great. 
There were trips and falls. There were bruised, dirty, and 
bloody knees. I went into the race this year excited to see if 
my training had made a difference. 

Race day arrived. The weather was expected to be beau-
tiful and the terrain dry. Perfect. The race starts in the dark at 
6:30 a.m. As the sun rises, you find yourself running with 
friends as well as strangers that quickly become friends. The 
beginning of the course is mostly roads and carriage trails. 
But boy does it climb. And climb. And climb. As the morning 
progresses, the course soon becomes sun-dappled and Ver-
mont fall foliage in all its glory is everywhere you look.  

The race has aid stations about every four miles. The 
folks that volunteer at this race and these aid stations are 

exceptional. They are kind, helpful, and feed you delicious 
things. You count your miles by getting to each aid station. 
Your crew is only allowed to see you at miles 12, 31, and 47. 
My father and boyfriend crewed for me. It is one of the best 
feelings seeing those you love as you wind your way through 
the hills of Vermont. A hug, a kiss, a big smile, and a high-five. 
It’s amazing what those all do for your motivation.  

Until mile 28 or so I was running well, about 40 minutes 
ahead of last year’s time. Then I realized I no longer saw 
course markings, or runners ahead of me. I was off course. I 
was so mad at myself. It took me about a mile to figure this 
out. An additional 2 miles of running. After 20 minutes of yell-
ing at myself, I let it go. My frustration made me run harder 
and more determined. I saw my crew at mile 31, thinking 
they were going to be worried I was so behind; instead they 
informed me that I was 20 minutes faster than last year. 

 The last 20 miles of the course is mostly singletrack trails 
with switchbacks. Successful running requires attention and 
can be mentally exhausting. Lifting up your tired legs is essen-
tial for remaining upright, and one must constantly look down 
for roots and rocks. And of course, I fell. A little banged up 
and bloody, I got up and kept moving forward. Only one more 
aid station at mile 47 and my crew awaited. My legs kept 
moving to see them. A kiss, a hug, some high fives, some flat 
Coca-Cola, and off I went to finish. With the sun still above 
the horizon and the band still playing, I crossed the finish line. 
My final time was 10:30:38, still 20 minutes faster than last 
year, even with the additional two miles of extra running off-
course. The training... well, it worked!  

***** 

The Vermont 50: A Success Story 

by Ericka Emerson 
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https://vermont50.com/
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Race Report 

My coach is looking at me intently. She tells me, “I’m a 
little confused by the words that you chose about how going 
on a run like that makes you feel.”  

It is Thursday, and we are in the middle of my first life-
coaching session. I have just returned from racing 175 miles 
over 8 days in the Alps, and the afterglow of the Transalpine 
experience feels like a hazy dream as I struggle to wrap my 
mind around having been laid off from my job of nine years 
just three days after arriving home. We are discussing my 
response to the prompt What’s Your Favorite Thing to Do 
Just for You? I had written: Go on a long (8-12 hour) adven-
ture run in big mountains. I love the harmony of the experi-
ence with the land, dancing with the topography and the 
mental/spiritual calm of being in a ‘peak experience.’ 

“It’s not that the words Engaged, Creative, or Grateful 
themselves don’t make sense, but rather that those words 
are so different from the words you use to describe the way 
that you feel about other people who are also drawn to do 
challenging things.”  

I ponder this for a moment. “Like I think that someone 
who runs a 5K for the first time is inspiring and strong and 
courageous?”  

“Yes,” she says.  

“Well, that’s because I think that they are all of those 
things for pushing past their boundaries.” 

“But you are not those things when you push past your 
own?” 

“No.” 

“I hate running,” she states matter-of-factly. “I am not 
drawn to physical activity the way that you are. When you 
suggest that my running a 5K is the same as your approach to 
running 8-10 hours in the mountains, I think that you are not 
acknowledging that your relationship with running is excep-
tional; it is a Unique Genius for you.  This is special, and 
different than the experience that I have with running, and 
your conflating the two efforts doesn’t enhance my experi-
ence or really honor yours. For me, life coaching and having 
conversations like this is a Unique Genius. I can relate to 
yours in running because I understand and accept my own 
innate gifts.”  

A tiny explosion occurs inside my brain. She is not wrong 
about any of this.  

“Let’s find your real words. Put your feet on the ground, 
close your eyes, and imagine one of your favorite moments 
when you were running in the Alps.”  

I am immediately drawn to a three-mile descent that was 
like pure magic. I had let it all go on this section of singletrack: 
dancing over stone, passing dozens of other runners, hooting 
and hollering in the pure ecstasy of the moment. It was trail 
running at its purest for me.  

“How do you feel when you remember this experience in 
the Alps?” 

“I feel... Joy... Freedom... Artistic... Strong.” 

“Those are your words,” she says. “Start owning your 
Unique Genius.” 

--------- 

It’s now Sunday and I am shuffling around at the start line 
of the Vermont 50K. I hadn’t slept well in the back of our 
Subaru the night before, in the way that people don’t sleep 
well when they might have reached the age where the proba-
bly shouldn’t be sleeping in the back of cars. I had signed up 
for the race at the last possible moment, fueled by my 
achievement in the Alps and the deep hope that this could be 
the year that I pull off a PR and finally break 5 hours in this 
race. I had been chasing those measly three minutes for a few 
years now, but my current motivation had been overshad-
owed by all that had happened since I had returned to the 
U.S. I wasn’t sure why I was here in Vermont instead of at 
home with my family. Hadn’t I done/proven/worked/run/
suffered/asked enough? 

I close my eyes and breathe. Pre-race sounds begin to 
fade into the background. I plumb my heart for an intention 

Unique Genius 

by Jason Sarouhan 

[Continued next page] 

Runners crest a pass in the Alps (photo courtesy J. Sarouhan). 
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and am surprised to find one waiting patiently there: “Make 
art for these next five hours.”  

It was not the intention that I had expected. I open my 
eyes, someone yells ‘Go,’ and I am running. The first mile 
passes quickly, though I am going out easy. A guy is speeding 
way out in front at what looks like a sub-7 pace; I absently 
wonder if he is that fast or if I will see him again.   

At Mile Two I realize I am in 4th place and immediately 
dial back, allowing a dozen runners to pass with fist bumps 
and positive affirmations. This isn’t my first VT 50K and I defi-
nitely don’t belong that far up front. I begin to think 
about Sage Rountree’s article, Tips for Racing Wisely, that I 
read before every race and remember one of my favorite 
passages talks about dividing the race into fourths. In that 
moment I decide to embody one of my Unique Genius words 
in each quarter of this course.  

The Joy miles cruise stunningly by as I take in the gran-
deur that is Vermont in late September of a peak foliage 
year. I marvel at the expansive farms with rolling grass hills, 
red barns, and bell-ringing cows. Conversation comes easily 
and I laugh with two early-twenty somethings that were bait-
ed into this race by their high-school cross-country coach de-
spite the fact that neither of them had ever run more than a 
half-marathon. One of them makes it to the marathon mark 
before I see him again. The other goes on to take fifth overall 
in the race. 

By the second quarter my pace has settled in and I dive 
headlong into Freedom. Gravel dirt roads give way to perfect 
singletrack. Mountain bikers, still fresh despite their much 
earlier race start, join the course with shouts of affirmation 
and appreciation for the runners. We are each in awe of the 
other’s modality and yet sharing the trails is a synergy that 
feels special and alive and full of possibility. We all dedicate 
hours of time to training: early mornings, late nights, juggling 
work and family and responsibility to be in these moments of 
possibility and freedom. Everything feels smooth; nothing is 
fatigued. I flow through Greenall’s Aid Station like a triathlete 
who had practiced her swim-bike transition until it almost 
felt natural.  

By the time I am back into the woods I encounter a run-
ner who had passed me earlier in the race. I share with her 
that the summit of the big climb ahead marks the halfway 
point in the race and then slide smoothly by on up the trail. I 
will pass another runner each mile for the rest of the race; I 
meet the speedy (but now hobbling) front-runner at Mile 15. 

The summit comes and goes, and I hear Rountree’s voice 
in my head, “The third lap of the mile, the third length of the 
100 in the pool, the third quarter of the marathon—these are 

the tough ones. Therefore, prepare yourself to bear down 
especially hard in the third quarter. Use all your mental skills, 
remembering intention and goals, checking form and 
breath.”  

Indeed, the third quarter of Vermont 50K is truly where 
the race begins for runners. The singletrack becomes more 
technical, the climbs more sustained. Runners plunge into the 
realm of switchbacking mountain bike trails where the length 
of a mile takes on a whole new meaning and the next aid sta-
tion can feel desperately far away. I chuckle to myself as I 
begin to descend... it’s time to be Artistic.  

I spend an hour painting something beautiful with my 
feet as I dance with two-wheeled partners along the leaf-
littered paths. I give them the most graceful performance I 
can conjure and they share their enthusiastic ovations in re-
turn. The landscape invites me to frolic with undulating twists 
and dips and I focus on the cleanest, closest glide; tracing its 
course within a whisper of its true line. I make the final climb 
out of the woods and appreciatively decline a Dixie cup of 
beer offered by an 8-year old in a perfect lemonade-stand 
abstraction for this mystical immersion. I have run my most 
resplendent miles. I feel like I am transcending running alto-
gether... the effort is gone, and I have begun to exist some-

[Unique Genius, continued from previous page] 

Race Report 

[Continued next page] 

Time to Play 

https://trailrunnermag.com/training/trail-tips/tips-for-racing-wisely.html
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where between the movement and the sacred. I am playing 
at Bone Games. 

This part of VT50K breaks several runners, as it has done 
me in the past. They plod or jog, head down, through the 
endless final segment of singletrack. I offer encouragement 
and congratulations. We are so close. Rountree: “In that 
fourth quarter, you’re almost there. You’ve committed fully 
to the pace, now you just need to hold on to it. If you are pac-
ing correctly, your perceived effort will increase steadily and 
your pace will maintain. If you can speed up, do...”  

I channel Strong as I float over the trails. I am detached 
from the act now and only serve as a conduit for this perfor-
mance. Despite the increased effort I feel distant, an objec-
tive witness to the discomfort as if in a meditation. This is 
pure flow state and it feels like a privilege. The final aid sta-
tion is in sight; and beyond it, the last climb up the ski hill. A 
runner is walking towards the incline and we lock eyes.  

“You’ve got this,” I say, echoing the words he shared with 
me at Mile 2. He is now racing miles past the edge of his own 
known limits; adventuring off the map beyond 26.2. I ascend 
on legs that have more to give and encounter my favorite 
plaid-clad bicyclist.  

“Is that you, Red Shoes?” she asks.  

“It’s me.” 

“You’re absolutely crushing this!” 

“We are absolutely crushing this.” I pass off-piste and 
continue to climb. Her words carry me aloft. 

At the top of the hill I greet my final runner. He is 
shattered by the ascent but resolved to push through the last 
mile and a half. Last year I too was at this very spot begging/
pleading/willing my body forward, but not today. We share a 
smile and it is time for me to fly.  

Fatigue is chasing me. I concentrate on Strong again, and 
remind myself that I only have ten more minutes. This long-
est mile asks for all that my body has left, but resolves with a 
definitive ‘.5 to go’ marker, just in time. It’s nearly all down-
hill from here.  

I look up at a spectator’s cheer some forty yards away at 
the downhill turn; my gaze lingering half a moment too long. 
And just like that the magical journey is over as I catch my toe 
on the one rock on that dusty track and crash to the ground 
in a contorted pile of grunts and bleeding skin. My trance is 
broken; feeling and emotion rush back into me and I am 
awakened from the dream that has been the last 30 miles.  

I pick myself up and hurtle down the final descent, pass-
ing the cheering throngs scattered on the grassy slope. 
Though I have not been racing anyone all day, running with 

Courage feels like the only way to honor the finish line. Tears 
well up as I pass through the chute. I feel so honored to have 
experienced a performance like this... a personal masterwork 
where running blurred into true movement artistry... a mani-
festation of my own Unique Genius. 

***** 

Jason Sarouhan is a trail runner who lives in Northampton. 
His performance at the 2019 VT 50K was a 20-minute PR and 
his only top ten finish in a 50K event.  

Rountree, Sage: “Racing Wisely: A Practical and Philosophical Guide to 
Performing at Your Personal Best” 

Schultheis, Rob: Bone Games: Extreme Sports, Shamanism, Zen, and the 
Search for Transcendence  

[Unique Genius, continued from previous page] 

Race Report 

Jason on the move at Monroe-Dunbar Brook (photo by Ben Kimball). 

Tough going in the Alps. 
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I had a tough late fall/winter in 2018. I was laid off in No-
vember, and I needed to find some structure and set some 
goals besides just job hunting. Naturally, registering for a July 
high-altitude ultra in Colorado was my first choice.  

After signing up for the Silverton Alpine 50K, I 
was a little lost about how best to train and prepare 
for a race that starts at 9,300’ and peaks at 12,900’, 
particularly when I live at sea level. Googling and 
other resources weren’t cutting it, so when I saw an 
especially well-timed Instagram post by ultrarunner 
Jenn Shelton about coaching services with Trails 
and Tarmac, I reached out. Jenn has a ton of moun-
tain and ultra experience, and she knows the moun-
tains of southwestern Colorado well.  

 After a bunch of getting-to-know-you emails, 
Jenn worked with me over the course of the next 6 
months, advising me and developing a responsive 
training plan. The plan included strength and recov-
ery in addition to mileage and speed workouts. We 
had a few video calls, but mostly checked in by 
email.  

There were so many things in those months that I would-
n’t have put into my own plan, and making myself accounta-
ble to a coach absolutely helped me stick to the schedule. 
The assigned training plan included a log, where I journaled 
after each run. It was super useful for me to refer back to if I 
had an annoying ache or over-tight calves, and see what 
notes I’d made in preceding days.  

I’ll share one of the core exercises from my plan, because 
it’s seriously magical (well, nothing is magic, though hard 
work sort of is, in the end). Please look up the pallof press; I 
do it at home with a resistance band, and it has changed my 
core strength dramatically. It gave me a lot more control and 
strength running downhills, which I did a great deal of during 
my training for Silverton.  

One of the most interesting and intense assignments in 
my plan was something Jenn called Coffin Week. The idea is 
to run a really high volume of training miles (i.e., dig yourself 
a deep grave) with a rebound in fitness timed to the 50K 
week. My 74-mile Coffin Week was in early June, and was 
surprisingly doable. Yes, I was tired, and the main thing I no-
ticed was that my knees got a little sore. I was glad that re-
solved when my mileage had dropped back to a more rea-
sonable amount (for me). Completing that week felt like an 
accomplishment on its own!  

I traveled west a few days before the race, and without 
much fanfare ran 50 km on jeep roads in the stunningly gor-
geous San Juan Mountains. It definitely took me quite a bit 
longer than I was hoping (7:53:39), but it was so damn fun. I 

ran the first 13 miles comfortably, power hiked about 10 (on 
the big climbs), and trotted back the rest of the way down. 
The only thing I experienced that I think was from the altitude 
was that my fingers swelled up like little sausages. Definitely 
uncomfortable, but not too bad.   

There was snow on the course! A few spots were still cov-
ered because of the heavy winter and spring snowpack, and 

How I Trained for a High Altitude 50K, and Finished Feeling Good  

by Dawn Montague 

[Continued next page] 

On-course avalanche debris (photo by Dawn Montague) 

Ultra Training 

At about 9 miles into the race (photo by Jubilee Paige for Aravaipa Running). 
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there were areas where we got to run across avalanche de-
bris. Pretty much the coolest.  

I had this funny experience where I felt so good and 
proud at the finish—I wasn’t even really sore, no blisters, 
great mood. I didn’t have the appetite issues like my previous 
50K, and recovered surprisingly fast (possibly due to lots of 
soaking in hot springs).  

But once I saw the official results a little later, saw how 
close to the back of the pack I was, I started to feel doubtful 
about my accomplishment, like I wasn’t fast enough, tough 
enough, strong enough. Logically, I totally know that’s ridicu-
lous! I’m a super novice at ultras—this was only my second 
one. Plus, even though I trained hard I know the altitude 
made the effort considerably more difficult. Then there’s the 
pitfall of comparing myself to others—a rookie move, but 
difficult to avoid.  

It took me some time and self-reflection to get over that 
reaction, and I’m glad I did. I’m pretty sure I could have still 
finished this race without direct coaching, but I’m absolutely 
sure I wouldn’t have finished feeling good.  

 Emailing with Jenn later also was helpful, and she shared 
this extremely solid advice, which I will leave here: “Hell yeah 
we’re all in leagues of our own, the whole god damn universe 
is inside each of us (that’s what the scientists tell me) so 
boom. Love your neighbor and stop fucking comparing your-
self to them.”  

***** 

Dawn is a SMAC Board member from Turners Falls 
(see her member profile in the May/June issue of The Sun). 

[Silverton 50K, continued from previous page] 

Ultra Training 

Approaching the big climb (photo by Dawn Montague) 

http://sugarloafmountainathletic.org/smacwp/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/SMAC_Sun_2019_issue3_MayJune.pdf
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Running ultramarathons might give you a sense of ac-
complishment, and yet, volunteering at ultramarathons as a 
pacer, crew member, or aid station helper is perhaps far 
better. I was lucky to catch the ultra-bug from a guru and am 
somewhat biased as a result. I write this as a tribute to Amy 
Rusiecki and all that she has taught me about ultra-running. 
She took a huge risk several years ago by asking me to join 
her crew for the VT 100. I haven’t looked back since.  

Here are a few things I’ve picked up after crewing, pac-
ing, and guiding over the past several years. I am grateful to 
Amy and the other runners I’ve been lucky to support. I am 
also so appreciative of the support I’ve received in turn dur-
ing my own adventures on endless loops and trails along the 
way. 

1. It’s not about you. Your role as a pacer or crew member 
means that you focus on your runner and all their wants 
and needs. What do they need midway vs. in the closing 
miles? Do they need you to be perky or pensive? How 
hard do you press them to finish if they are having 
doubts? You might be pacing or crewing for a friend you 
know well, so you have a keen sense of what they need. 
Make sure that is true. Supporting another runner trans-
cends anything I’ve known in running and I feel stronger, 
faster, and fiercer when I am helping somebody else. I 
disappear and the run is all about them. 

2. Pay attention to the details. Ultras are intense, so it’s 
important to discuss matters beforehand and truly un-
derstand what your runner needs. Amy is well known for 
her “notebook”—a bible of sorts full of all the details you 
could ever need—her pace goals, what she’ll want to eat 

at each stop, what you should say if she’s flagging and 
more. Your runner might not have such a detailed tome, 
so be sure and read all the information about the race. 
Study the course map, know the cut-off times and the 
distances between each aid-station, and acquaint your-
self with the location as much as possible. Be your run-
ner’s eyes and ears so they don’t have to fret. Their job is 
tough enough with all the miles ahead.  

3. Be flexible. Plans change, and you need to be ready to 
accept that. This year’s Vermont 100 was held on the 
hottest day in July and maybe of the entire summer. I was 
all set to pace a runner for the last 30 miles, but it was 
clear that he was spent by mile 70 and my night ended 
before it even started. My own disappointment lasted 
maybe a minute, and then my concern for his well-being 
kicked in. He was in good company, as many other folks 
called it a day at 70 miles. I celebrated his amazing ac-
complishment along with his family and offered to help 
next year—looking ahead to the next goal rather than 
adding to the keen disappointment he was feeling at the 
time. Thinking clearly is tough after so many miles, so be 
clear for your runner and celebrate each step.  

4. Administer tough love. This is a difficult one. There have 
been times when I just can’t imagine taking another step. 
I’ve trained for months and imagined the finish-line and 
yet in the middle of the night in the Vermont woods, or 
after endless Forest Park loops, I just want to sit down 
and stop. My pacers and crew members have adminis-
tered tough love in these low moments and pulled me 
back out. I’ve tried to do the same when I am guiding and 
pacing. Remind your runner of what they’ve set out to 
do, encourage them to run a few steps beside you to get 
them rolling again, hug them and tell them how great 
they are and that you didn’t fly across the country or the 
world to have them quit! (Okay, maybe not quite like 
that, but you get what I mean!). Tough love works and do 
press a bit to be sure.  

5. It is about you. Yeah, yeah, I know I suggested that this is 
all selfless and you can focus exclusively on your runner. 
That’s sort of true, but do take care of yourself. If you are 
pacing somebody, you need fuel and care as well along 
the way. Be sure to hydrate and fuel. Watch your energy 
and form. The last thing your runner needs is having you 
bonk just as they are nearing their goal. If you are work-
ing an aid station, make sure to take breaks and sit down 

Karin’s Top Tips for Soaking in the Ultra-Vibe Without Losing (All) Your Toenails—VOLUNTEER!  

by Karin George 

[Continued next page] 

Karin (right) with her VT 100K pacer Astrid Hoyt in 2018. 

The Ultra Life 
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now and then. Eat and hydrate too. Your leg muscles 
might not feel the burn, but you’ll be working hard to 
support all the runners as they come through. Take care 
of yourself so you can take care of them. 

6. Make new friends. Perhaps the very best benefit of vol-
unteering at ultramarathons is all the new friends you’ll 
make. This community is a supportive one and all speeds 
and abilities are welcome. Runners of all distances and 
terrains are friendly folk and ultra-runners are no excep-
tion. Maybe it’s all the time spent together, or the ex-
haustion of so many miles, but the ultra-friends you’ll 
make will be true blue and support you well beyond the 
finish-line. Find an ultramarathon and volunteer, you 
won’t regret it!  

***** 

Karin is a SMAC runner from Northampton.  
Check out her jubilant race report of the Vermont 100K  

run on p. 14 of the Sept./Oct. 2018 issue of The Sun! 

[Volunteering, continued from previous page] 

The Ultra Life 

Karin’s low key birthday ultra (51 kilometers) back in 2015 with,  
L to R: Crouching Karin, Kristin Loiko, Hidden Mark Mazzola, Carolyn 
Stocker, Donna Utakis, Vanessa Diana, and Alex Wirth-Cauchon.  

Top Left: Liz Congo and 
Karen Laverdiere at the 
Rte. 12 aid station at the 
Vermont 100—wolf ears 
and all (K. George photo). 

The Rest: The SMAC staff 
at the 2019 VT 100’s mile 
15 aid station, including 
Laure and Tom Van den 
Broeck Raffensperger, 
David Martula, Rick Scott, 
and Jackie Choate  
(Ben Kimball photos). 

http://sugarloafmountainathletic.org/smacwp/wp-content/uploads/2012/04/SMAC_Sun_2018_issue5_SeptOct.pdf
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It’s a topic we all will grapple with, wrestle, ponder, ig-
nore, deny, dismiss, and eventually accept. Lately, I run more 
local races. Two decades ago, waking at 4 a.m. to drive a full 
three hours to race up Vermont’s Mt. Ascutney or to New 
Hampshire to run through Pisgah State Forest, or even to a 
small-town 5K didn’t faze me. Things have changed. The tran-
sition sneaks up on you, and then insists on acknowledge-
ment by banging on your door, sounding the vuvuzela, or 
clanging the cowbell. The package has arrived: age, with a 
free enclosed gift of unpredictability.  

When someone suggests a trail run or race, I pause, then 
share somewhat hesitantly that I have but one sighted eye 
for which I am grateful; vision in the other was lost to glauco-
ma. I’m circumspect, having been diagnosed over 35 years 
ago. I have to be. Trail running at the local 
game refuge was my daily routine, but 
then I started tripping. I stopped, then 
tried again two years ago. The run became 
a walk, a long walk, pleasant but not 
planned. Uneven terrain in dappled light 
makes for a treacherous excursion. I men-
tion it because it’s not an excuse. I’ve 
adapted. The runner Marla Runyan contin-
ues to excel in the Paralympics. She is also 
the first legally blind athlete to compete in 
the 2000 Sydney “able bodied” Olympics. 
There are others with far less sight than I 
have, tackling far more fraught events like 
Boston. Could I run tethered to a guide? To be determined.  

As time unwound, my condition progressed. I submitted 
to laser treatments and a variety of eye drops, some of which 
caused my heart rate to dawdle to a “dead slow” or make my 
hands numb. Two years ago, when I again refused a surgery 
to create a permanently open wound to relieve pressure that 
would not have aided my sight, the vision trickled into oblivi-
on. My left shin became accustomed to bruises. I’d trip on a 
curb that I forgot was there because now I have to be alert 
that it even exists. Expending energy on seeing seemed 
wasteful until it became a necessary means to an end. It was 
a learning curve. After a fall, my injured knee curses my clum-
siness because I’d feel stupid if my brain cursed it instead.  

I get anxious at the start of a race when surrounded by a 
dense, large pack in motion. The narrow roads of the Cherry 
Blossom Ten-Miler caused bottlenecks. I frequently turned to 
my blind side then with head down, scanned for potholes 
amongst so many feet. I could not look up for long. I also had 

to remember that I was racing. My hearing grew more acute: 
sneakers slapping the pavement, voices ebbing and flowing, 
the rhythms of breathing, the muted crowd noises. A racer’s 
elbow jabbed hard into my chest. I apologized. He apolo-
gized. For the first seven miles I focused on staying steady. 
It’s about proprioception as I fumble through space. Situa-
tions crop up as we age, like a heart condition or arthritis. 
Calling them limitations is step one. Step twelve is making it 
work. You strain a neck muscle washing your hair. You break 
a tibia stepping from asphalt to grass, like Bill Rodgers. You 
walk into — rather than through — a glass door. I run road 
races. It’s what I can do.  

Mark Jenkins, a writer and mountain climber, gathers 
wisdom as the minutes transmute into days and years. “No, 

I’m starting to stumble from fatigue.” 
‘Beat,’ I mumble. My age is showing, de-
spite all my efforts to deny it," wrote Jen-
kins in the article “Daddy has to go” in 
Outside magazine.  

 Jenkins assaults peaks, charting new 
routes, in an apparent need to be the first 
or the fastest or some other superlative. 
This drive is common among career ath-
letes because the lifestyle requires disci-
pline and the effort can hurt. Yet, the tran-
sition from Wonder Woman or Superman 
or whoever your superhero to mere mor-
tal is unnoticeable at first until your flying 

ability becomes compromised because the wings that give 
you flight ache in the morning.  

“… J.J. takes weight from my pack. It’s what I did for my 
mountaineering partners when I was his age, when I was 
strong and invincible. Even in a fugue of exhaustion and hy-
poxia, I’m still capable of realizing that I’ve crossed into unfa-
miliar territory.” The aging athlete relents, allowing them-
selves to let go, and then gives this new inchoate concept 
permission to take shape.  

Aging through a running career is the premise of Jona-
than Beverly’s 2017 book Run Strong, Stay Hungry. A former 
editor of the defunct Running Times magazine, as well as a 
runner, coach, and writer, Beverly shares personal histories 
and strategies of longtime runners. His interview with Joan 
Samuelson (a year younger than me) revealed she trains by 
instinct, and mostly alone. If one day she feels like tackling a 
20-miler, off she goes. She is a role model because she still 

Runner Realness: Make it Work  
by Jeannie LaPierre  

The Running Life 

[Continued next page] 

“The transition sneaks up 
on you, and then insists on 

acknowledgement by 
banging on your door, 

sounding the vuvuzela, or 
clanging the cowbell. The 

package has arrived:  
age, with a free enclosed 
gift of unpredictability.” 

https://www.outsideonline.com/2276776/daddy-has-go
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competes, unashamed of slower times (not by much) be-
cause, really, finish times are numbers. Reading the body’s 
signals as we age is a skill worth learning.  

Twenty years ago, I refused to believe Dr. Tim Noakes 
when he wrote about studies in Lore of Running that ex-
plained why we slow down with age. Recent research sug-
gests that the decline is most dramatic after age seventy in fit 
individuals but has already begun decades earlier. During my 
forties, my legs and heart felt strong. I was also 15 pounds 
heavier. Goodbye to muscle mass. Though my finish times 
creep up with each year, the effort still feels hard.  

Janet Kelly and I have competed in many of the same 
races over the years. Post-race at the Ocean to Bay 5-Miler in 
Truro, MA, I learned she merrily skips into the seventy plus 
stratosphere. She asked my age and smiled, saying that next 
year, she wouldn’t have to deal with me in the age group, 
noticing that as older women, we were few in number. By 
running a marathon every five years, she capitalizes by not 
stressing her body while increasing her chances of place-
ment. She, too, trains mostly alone.  

After running the Food Truck 10K in Warren, RI, we ven-
tured to the Cape and went to our favorite ice cream shop, 
owned by two runners. “How goes your running?” I asked 
after ordering a grape-nut sundae with rainbow sprinkles; 
grape nuts, healthy, right? The owner looked sad having torn 
his Achilles tendon nine months ago and then being told by 
the doctors that he was “too old” for repair at age 76. I heard 
the same after having torn my hamstrings in my fifties. That’s 
when you start doing other activities: cycling, swimming, tai 
chi. Easier said than done, but necessary for your sanity.  

This year a female running friend turned seventy. Her 
statement piece of racing gear is a strand of “pearls.” We talk 

about how we, as senior women runners, seem to be a rare 
species at regional races and how we still love the sweaty 
effort of competition. If you are self-critical, you’ll feel an-
noyed that goals seem less lofty with each passing year. I’m 
not out to impress anyone. Satisfaction is more personal 
these days, whether it’s trying to break 48:00 in a 10K, run-
ning a race in each New England state, or striving for the 
USATF Pheidippides award.  

Age. To an athlete it’s a physiological inconvenience and 
eventually a fact. Fertile, fallow, time, tide, May, September. 
It’s also a gift of resilience as a chance to apply the wisdom 
you are accruing, but only if you accept it. As my own gray-
haired superhero, I don’t fear the reaper. Let me show you 
my age. More cowbell please.  

Jeannie is a longtime SMAC member from Granby, CT.  

The Running Life 

[Running and Aging, continued from previous page] 

Jeannie (R) crossed paths with Tammy Charbonneau (L), a former 
SMAC member relocated from Peru, MA to CT at the Haddam Fair 5K 

Jeannie (white visor) runs just ahead of Janet Kelly (short blond 
hair) at the start of the Ocean to Bay 5-Miler in Truro, MA.  

https://runsignup.com/Race/RI/Warren/FoodTruck5k10k
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cVsQLlk-T0s
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Joel Martin Halpern 

April 8, 1929 – July 4, 2019 

He loved. And he was loved. 
 

July 4, 2019, 11 p.m., Windsor, Massachusetts 

I’m running through the dark on a cross-country ski trail, 
four hours into my first multi-day ultra. I’m slow, stepping 
carefully to avoid injury, taking frequent walk breaks. My 
body is still strong, my brain still alert. My spirit is trembling. 

“Hey, nice pace! Can we run with you?” 

Two young men jog up behind me. I warn them that I am 
slow, but they like the run/walk rhythm. The three of us keep 
a comfortable cadence through introductions of names and 
previous ultra experience. I congratulate Chris, running his 
first official ultra. I verbally fist-bump Rob as we realize that 
we both went Hundo at Ghost Train* last year. Rob tells us 
how running helps him cope with the loss of his father.  

“I miss him,” he says, a catch in his voice. 

“My father died this morning,” I whisper. 

And with that, my emotions cascade into the race. In the 
night sky, in the mist of our breath, in the songs of crickets 
and owls and frogs, my emotions have filled this world. I try 
to catch my breath but lose my footing on the slippery grass. 
Rob and Chris help me up. 

And they listen to my story: 
 

July 4, 2019, approximately 7 a.m., New Salem, MA 

I wake to a text from my sister: 

Dad died in his sleep early this morning. 

And it doesn’t make sense because I just saw my father 
yesterday; we were trying to find the right nutrition to help 
him put on weight; we were working with a physical thera-
pist; we were discussing the Democratic primary. 

We were, we were, we were. And now he’s not. 

And this 72-hour race I was planning to start today sud-
denly seems both insignificant and crucial. It seems pointless 
to run in circles for three days.  

And it seems like the only sensible thing to do. 

 

*Editor’s Note: See Carla’s 2018 Ghost Train post on the SMAC blog! 
 

July 4, 2019, 1:00 p.m., Williamsburg, MA 

On the way to Windsor, I pull over at the Williamsburg 
country store, hoping they will have some black ribbon. In 
Jewish tradition, mourners pin a piece of ripped ribbon or 
fabric to their clothing as symbolic kriah, the rending of gar-
ments in grief. 

The store has no ribbon or fabric for sale. But I need the 
ritual. In my race bag is an old cotton t-shirt that was once 
lavender but has faded to gray over the years. An apt meta-
phor. Using a pair of nail clippers, I cut a small rectangle from 
the shirt. I tie a knot at the top and then cut a small tear in 
the rectangle, using my hands to rip it further. There. I have 
literally rended a garment. I clip the scrap of fabric to my rac-
ing clothes. 
 

July 5, midnight 

As I talk to Rob and Chris, I touch the torn kriah cloth 
pinned to my chest. They help me get through midnight and 
into the first day without my father in it. Rob and I share sto-
ries of our dads. We move through the night as a quintet: 
three runners, and two gentle guiding spirits. 
 

July 5, 5 a.m. 

Emotions cycle. Paces wax and wane. By daybreak we 
have moved into different goals and patterns. I run solo into 
the morning light. 
 

July 5, 2019, 7:15 a.m. 

“Congratulations on making the leader board, Carla!” 
That must be a mistake. I am a tortoise, not leader board ma-
terial. 

But—whoa—yes I am! Twelve hours in and I am in sec-
ond place. Second! I wonder how long I can stay on the 
board. In third place is Jessie, a runner I have never met. 

Throughout the day, and the next, and the next, I am in a 
different dimension. Days bleed together. Time stretches and 
snaps. Dad is with me and he is so far away. 

I take fifteen-minute breaks to soak my feet in ice water 
or elevate them on a cooler. I don’t try to pretend that any of 
this is normal. I crassly and callously pop blisters. 

I figure out who Jessie is. She is young and fast; she looks 
strong. I wonder how much longer I can hold onto Second. 

Silver 
by Carla Halpern 

The Running Life 

[Continued next page] 

http://sugarloafmountainathletic.org/riding-the-ghost-train/
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I walk with Trishul. He is a walker, not a runner. He has 
decades of ultra experience. He does not sleep. He has a plan 
to break 200 miles. I can’t keep up with him. 

I run all through July 5 without sunglasses. It’s mostly 
dark in the woods, but by evening my eyes are sore from the 
time in the fields. 

I try to protect my head with a bandana and go out to jog 
with Francia and Hannah and Caitlyn. Someone takes a photo 
that ends up on the MassUltra website. The three of them 
look beautiful. I look like a dork. 

Jessie calls out that she is taking a break and going to 
Pittsfield for ice cream. She asks whether anyone wants 
some. Hannah calls, “Yes!” Jessie brings us back ice cream 
and popsicles while I just sit on my ass and rest. 
 

July 6, evening 

Rain predicted! “Stay off the course!” “There might be 
lightning!”  

Hannah wants to know why we have to stay off the 
course. We’re sticky from days in the sun and we want a 
shower. Hannah and I strip off our shirts and run in just our 
bras. “Bring it!” we scream at the sky. Every boom of thunder 
makes me jump. Hannah is loving it. A few drops of rain 
spatter us. The storm passes without lightning. 
 

July 6, night 

Rain. Finally. It’s refreshing. And then I’m cold. 

I change my clothes and lie on the floor of the little ski 
hut, propping my feet on a chair. Jessie comes by and we talk 
about how we are just here to have fun, nothing competitive. 
We’re both lying. 

I run with Sue and Carissa. We talk about food. I want 
pancakes! And tomato soup! Sue says the closest thing she 
has is pizza rolls. 
 

July 7, 4 a.m. 

Christine and I run/walk together. There is weight on our 
hearts. There is light in the sky. We make jokes because 
sometimes that’s all you can do. She shares her gratitude to 
be alive. Through her eyes, I see the beauty of each tree.  

I meet Adrienne on the last loop of her hundred miles. 
We walk until the last stretch, where she runs and I cheer. 

“Queen” Ann Alessandrini catches me on a loop and 
slows to my pace for a little while. I am star-struck. She is 

calm and encouraging. She will go on to win outright, the on-
ly participant to crack 200 miles. Trishul will rally past sur-
prise pain to take First Male and 2nd Overall with 190 miles. 
 

July 7, 9 a.m. 

I am soaking my feet in ice water when Sue brings me a 
plate of hot pizza rolls. 
 

July 7, mid-day? 

I check in with Rebecca. She finishes barefoot, throws her 
shoes at Benn. Amy has met her goal and is now volunteering 
at the aid table. Nan, Christine, Francia, Hannah, and Ellen 
have all met their goals and left. 

I’m still trying to stay ahead of Jessie. 
 

July 7, 5 p.m. 

If I can just stay ahead of Jessie for four more loops, I can 
lock up Second Place! 

Loop one, check. 

Loop two, check. 

Loop thr—damn! Jessie catches me. She says “If we finish 
this loop and one more, we can tie for Second Place with 90 
loops.” Deal. I put my hand in the air and we high-five. 

With new energy, I barrel down the hill for the penulti-
mate charge by the timing table. 
  

July 7, 6:15 p.m. 

Last lap. This is the fastest I’ve run in three days. People 
are shocked. “Is that Carla?” “Carla doesn’t run that fast!” 
Oh, but today I do. 

Jessie finishes a few minutes later and there we are, 171 
miles each and tied for Second Female, Third Overall. Time 
for sweaty hugs and Facebook friending. 

Benn writes “BURCS Badass Women” and “171 miles” on 
my finisher’s spike. I take the pen from him and turn the 
spike to a blank side. I write “with Joel Martin Halpern.” 

Thank you, Dad, for your 90 years on this earth. And 
thank you for those 90 Notchview loops.  

***** 

A Celebration of the Life of Joel Martin Halpern will be held at 
the UMass W.E.B. Dubois library on April 3, 2020 at 5:00 p.m. 
Anyone who wishes to attend is welcome.  

The Running Life 

[Notchview Ultra, continued from previous page] 
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I found myself running down a long, gradual decline, 
about eight miles to go in a journey that began nearly a dec-
ade earlier. The sun was beating down on my back, which, 
fortunately, was protected by multiple layers of sunscreen. 
My shirt, and my shorts, and indeed my socks and shoes, 
were drenched in sweat. I could hear the squeak of my shoes, 
and feel the blister on the bottom of my right foot. I felt a 
dull throbbing in my left ankle, a pain that had been plaguing 
me for more than a day. But none of this mattered. What 
mattered most were the tears that I could feel welling up in-
side, as I knew what lay eight miles ahead.  

Nine years earlier, I had found myself flying into Ho Chi 
Minh City, once known as Saigon. I could scarce believe, or 
understand, how I had come to this place. I had just retired 
from a 23-year military career, and had been invited to come 
to Vietnam as part of a mission team to do some physical 
work opening an orphanage in Danang. I had jumped at the 
opportunity to finally perform an overseas mission that didn’t 
involve slogging around an M4 carbine, and if it was going to 
be in Vietnam, well, I guess I would go. As we circled above 
an electrical storm, awaiting our chance to land, I could feel 
the butterflies in my stomach. I had been to communist 
countries, but this was Vietnam, and I had seen enough war 
movies to know that the people below me weren’t likely too 
fond of Americans.  

A couple days later, I found myself amid a group of volun-
teers, standing in the courtyard of the newly opened Promise 
House orphanage. The sweet-faced children, the oldest of 
whom was ten years old, looked at us. Smiling, laughing, and 
flashing peace signs. My heart was warmed, and the butter-
flies were gone. We discussed what work really needed to be 
done, and I realized that we could spend the next ten days 
painting walls, but I didn’t think it would matter to the chil-
dren. So instead I proposed building a playscape for them, 
and everyone loved the idea. It was a challenge to gather the 
materials since, as I discovered, there is no Home Depot in 
Danang. Nevertheless, with one day left in town, the play-
scape was complete and in need of a paint job to protect the 
wood from the coming rainy season. The next day, while I 
painted, the rest of our team took the children to the beach 
and a movie to keep them away from my work. All of the chil-
dren went, except a ten-year old girl named Y. I didn’t know 
why she stayed behind, but she sat near me with a water 
bottle in her hands, a sweet smile on her face as she watched 
me work. Soon, the 100-degree heat was causing the paint to 
thin so much that it was running off the brush and down my 
arms, all the way to the elbows.  

I then discovered why Y was there. She wanted to make 
sure I didn’t dehydrate, and she jumped up to pour water in 
my mouth so I wouldn’t have to clean up to use the water 
dispenser we had purchased. I was blown away. She had 
stuck around to give me the only things she had: time and 
love. This repeated itself for six straight hours. At the end of 
the day my work was done, and Y was still there smiling. I 
loved that child from that moment, and my wife and I decid-
ed to begin sponsoring her to help ensure her success. I also 

pledged to return to Vietnam, which I have now done six 
more times, with a new focus on preventing child trafficking.  

A couple years after this fateful trip, I took up long-
distance running. After tackling a 10K, then a half marathon, 
and a number of marathons, I was looking for a new chal-
lenge. So, in 2014, I realized that I could use my love of run-
ning, and my seemingly endless endurance, to help aware-
ness of child trafficking, and raise funds for the fight. I 
checked some maps, and realized that Vietnam is only about 
100 miles wide in the center, so I set about preparing to run 
the width of the country, from the border of Laos to the East 
China Sea. I first attempted this feat over two days in 2015, 
with a repeat over three days in 2016, with lots of relay run-
ners accompanying me. Both times, the heat and small inju-
ries, combined with lack of confidence, took me out of the 

Enduring Voices Run 2019 
by Craig Reed  

[Continued next page] 

Ultras Abroad 

Craig, Darol, and a few volunteers on Day 1. 
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run for five or six miles, but the relay runners were able to 
keep it going during my breaks. In 2017, we moved the run to 
a large circle around Danang, but I suffered the same fate, 
and again missed five or six miles on Day 3. 

This year was different, in many ways. The Vietnamese 
government was really committed to the run, and they sent 
multiple ministers to an opening ceremony on My Khe Beach 
(China Beach), along with a television news crew, and news-
paper reporters. The host organization, Orphan Voice, had to 
stop accepting volunteers and relay runners when they had 
300 registered. The momentum was palpable, and I knew 
that if I approached the run differently, I would be able to run 
every mile. I decided to stretch Day 1 and Day 2 to 38 miles 
each, leaving only 25 miles for Day 3. This worked well with 
the newly adjusted route, as each day would get progressive-
ly hillier. I was totally confident.  

Day 1. After two large servings of ramen noodles for 
breakfast, I walked to the beach at 6:00am, and after the 
opening ceremony we were off. More than 300 runners ran 
the first 2km of the run, in the sand, before I headed for the 
road that ran parallel to the beach. I had 15-20 relay runners 
with me, along with Darol Kubacz, a paraplegic veteran who 
has become a world-class endurance athlete. We had a cheer 
squad, bicyclists to advertise our cause, multiple support 
vans for the relay runners, and even a police escort on the 
busy streets! We continued the run south, while I chatted 
with Darol and as many of the relay runners as I could. By 
8:00, the temperature was around 90 degrees, with 90% hu-
midity, but we kept running. Occasionally, of course, we 
would take walking breaks, but we were able to maintain an 
average pace of 11:12/mile. As the day wore on, my body 
wore out, but the support around me kept me moving. I had 
a dedicated support team that provided tailwind, water, 

Coke, Revive, salt tabs, sun screen, a change of shoes and 
socks once or twice, and my go-to solid food: a can of chicken 
noodle soup (sounds strange, but it’s easy to digest, and has 
lots of salt, both great for long runs). We headed northeast 
toward the famous Ba Na Hills, where, at 34 miles, we turned 
North. After seven hours, I was finally done for the day. I was 
exhausted, and my quads were toasted, but I was confident. I 
knew Day 2 would not be easy, but it would be manageable. 
It took nearly an hour to get back to my hotel in Danang, but 
it wasn’t even dinner time, so I had plenty of time to refuel, 
rehydrate, and massage some Voltaren (topical anti-
inflammatory) into my quads and calves, and still get a sold 
night of sleep.  

Day 2. After repeating my breakfast meal from the day 
before, I walked to the Orphan Voice office. From there, my 
support van shuttled me to where I’d ended the day before. 
The volunteer relay runners were already in place, along with 
the bicycles and the police escort. Darol wasn’t able to join, 
as his rotator cuffs were worn out from the 38 miles of Day 1. 
In his place was Caroline, an Occupational Therapist who 
works at an Orphan Voice-run therapy center. She told me 
that she hoped to cover 11 miles with me, so we set off head-
ed north around 7:30. We had the same support, and heat, 
as the day before, except that the heat struck a little earlier 
into the run since we started half an hour later. But we per-
sisted. After 11 miles, I told my crew that were going to take 
a break since Caroline would be stopping at this point. She 
loved the idea of the chicken noodle soup, so she ate a can 

Ultras Abroad 

[Enduring Voices, continued from previous page] 

Craig finishing Day 1. 

Craig, Darol, and a few volunteers on Day 1.  [Continued next page] 
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while we cooled off in the shade of a tree in a rural village. 
When I got up to move, surprisingly, Caroline said she want-
ed to continue on with me. I was thrilled, but I knew I’d have 
to slow the pace and take more walk breaks. It was a small 
price to pay for her company, though! On we went, and again 
at 20 miles, as we were approaching a 1,700’ climb up Hai 
Van Pass, I took another break, fully expecting Caroline to 
withdraw. But she didn’t! I had told her that I would walk 
most of the next twelve miles, six up and six down, and she 
decided to try that out. We pushed the pace, with my sup-
port van now supporting both of us, as we crested the pass 
and returned down to sea level, over the course of three 
more hours. When we hit the bottom, I started running 
again, and Caroline stuck it out for two more miles, incredibly 
logging 34 miles compared with her expectation of 11! I con-
tinued on for four more miles, now with a young man named 
Giang for company. Hai Van Pass had slowed me, but I was 

pretty happy that I covered 38 miles again, this time in 8:20. 
My quads were singing to me now, and they weren’t happy 
songs, but I knew that I could overcome the pains the same 
way I had the day before. I was a bit concerned about my left 
ankle, though, as it had begun to ache halfway down the 
mountain. But, as we all know, we can’t take away the pain, 
we can only change our perception of it, so I decided that it 
was a nuisance rather than an obstacle.  

Day 3. The following morning, I was ecstatic when I ar-
rived on Red Beach, along the north end of Danang, where I 
had ended the day before. I was 76 miles into a 101-mile run, 
and, although I knew the hills in front of me were formidable, 
I was confident. The ankle nuisance was still there, but the 
ibuprofen I had taken would keep it at bay. Darol was back 

Ultras Abroad 

[Enduring Voices, continued from previous page] 

Piper, Craig, Tony, and Giang descend Monkey Mountain Day 3. 

The view climbing Hai Van Pass on Day 2. 

Monkey Mountain. 

Macaque monkeys.  

[Continued next page] 
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for the start, and we headed east toward Son Tra Peninsula. 
Monkey Mountain. The same hills that had nearly killed me 
two years earlier, on my last Enduring Voices Run. The heavy 
morning traffic didn’t slow us as I set a solid 9 min. pace, pro-
tected by my support van, and several motorcycle police who 
kept the traffic from getting too close. Seven miles later, we 
found ourselves at the base of Monkey Mountain, several 
macaques greeting us, as Darol retreated due to the hills. The 
caravan plodded ahead, straight uphill, then down, then up, 
then down, repeatedly, until we crested the hill for the final 
time five miles later. At this point, we’d be heading down a 
road too steep and narrow for the support vans, so a few of 
our motorcyclists loaded up on waters while the vans retreat-
ed in order to circle around the peninsula and meet us on the 
other side. The road was even too steep to run, for fear of 
trashing our quads or, even worse, falling forward. Some of 
the relay runners kept me company while I pushed the pace 
as fast as was possible, up and down more hills, finally 
emerging at the southeastern tip of the peninsula, ecstatic.  

I was now eight miles from the finish. I felt tears welling 
up inside of me. Tears of joy, relief, pain and perhaps a bit of 
gratitude. I looked at my watch, and it was just after 12:00, 
and I knew there was nothing that could stop me, even if I 
had to walk. After all, I was now 93 miles into a 101-mile 
journey. I began running, with occasional walking breaks, my 
spirits lifted, and held high by Piper, an American post-grad 
student who had come to Vietnam to volunteer with Orphan 
Voice for a few months. We moved forward, blistering heat 
on my back, sweat pouring off me so that I looked like I had 
just emerged from the sea. I imagined the trail of sweat I was 
leaving in the road, comforted by the knowledge that it 
would evaporate almost instantly. The miles clicked off as I 
took in a lot of fluids, not willing to risk a last-minute dehy-
dration. Five miles later, as we came down the final hill, I saw 
Darol by the side of the road, waiting in his racing wheelchair. 
I couldn’t believe he was back, but it wasn’t even 1:00 yet, 
and we had only three miles to go on a flat road along the 
beach. My pace increased, and soon I was running at a nor-
mal training pace, and the relay runners were struggling to 
keep up with Darol and me. The bicyclists were back now, 
and a police escort, and we could all feel the excitement 
building. Two and a half miles later, I slowed to a walk, to 
allow everyone to catch up to me. I couldn’t finish this run 
alone. I wanted every one of the relay runners, bicyclists, and 
cheer squad to be able to cross that line with me. When we 
got close, with the finish line in sight and every one of us 
ready, I began to jog.  

I was unbelievably tired, but also unbelievably happy. I 
had set out to attempt, for the fourth time, 101 miles in Vi-

etnam, and this time, I had achieved the goal. More im-
portantly, we had raised more than $15,000 to fight child 
trafficking. Not nearly enough, but very strong. We had 
spread the message and gotten more than 300 people in-
volved. I learned later that the 15’ high poster of me on the 
beach had made me recognizable to a lot of people, from my 
hotel to my flight the next night. Mission accomplished! En-
during Voices 2019 was over, but it will live with me forever, 
and I hoped it would not be the last. The fight against child 
trafficking would go on, and I would soon begin planning for 
Enduring Voices 2020, to keep the momentum going. But 
first, I’d have to head to the stage for a closing ceremony, 
which was more sparsely attended than the opening (due to 
the unpredictable finish time).  

As I approached the stage, now shoeless, where I knew 
we’d be taking photos, I felt a tap on my shoulder. As I 
turned, I saw her face. A face I’ve known for a decade, 
though it’s changed a lot. Y was there, that girl who had sup-
ported me on my first trip to Vietnam a decade earlier, 
getting off a bicycle that she had, without my knowledge, 
ridden in front of me all day. I immediately teared up, and I 
felt her hug me, saying repeatedly, “thank you, I love you.” I 
couldn’t believe that she had joined me in this fight, not say-
ing a word until I was ready. The pain of the blisters, the 
swollen ankle, the throbbing quads, and the searing sun, all 
melted away as I realized that she had once again given me 
the only gifts she could afford: her time and love.  

***** 

If you’d like to check out this year’s run, visit my face-
book page, or the Enduring Voices Facebook page. If you’d 
like to check out Orphan Voice or contribute, check out their 
website. And lastly, if you are interested and would like to 
join me next year, please shoot me an email, text, or face-
book message; I’d love to hear from you.  

Ultras Abroad 

[Enduring Voices, continued from previous page] 

Tony (Orphan Voice Director), Craig, Mrs. Tam, Caroline, and 
another volunteer runner at the finish ceremony.  

facebook.com/promiserun
orphanvoice.org
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Youth Track 

From the first meeting of the club, young people have 
been a central part of the Sugarloaf Mountain Athletic Club. 
The club’s first meeting in 1972, back when it was a women’s 
running club, included “teenagers and grandmothers.” In 
1994, Jim Clayton and then-president Fred Wellman started 
what is now the club’s current Youth Track Program.  

Today that program is lead and nurtured by Sydney 
Henthorn, longtime SMAC member, coach, and (of course) 
runner. She started working with Youth Track in 2007, her 
first year in SMAC, and has been coaching Amherst Middle 
School Cross-Country since 2012. Sydney has relied on many 
coaches and volunteers to make the program possible, in-
cluding Allison Belanger, Leslie Charles, Ashley Kraus, Mac-
kenzie Gray, Corinne Bonder, Frances Duncan, Marc Patillo, 
Julia Hopley, Adian Shea, and Will George. She also relies on 
committed and enthusiastic Smith College students Haley 
Markos, Maggie Prentice, Ella Prince, Michelle Flesaker, Em-
leyn Chang, and Frances Duncan. That’s a big community of 
coaching! In fact, Youth Track has always been about building 
community; bringing kids, coaches, parents, sponsors, college 
students, and town recreation departments together.  

The Youth Track program’s effects ripple far beyond the 
kids who participate. Parents are brought into the club and 
start running, young people are given leadership opportuni-
ties and scholarships, and whole communities are brought 
together. For the children who participate, they are first and 
foremost introduced to the joy of running. Sydney makes 

sure it is FUN. Kids get their bodies moving for hours and nev-
er think of it as work! Kids make friends, learn about fair and 
friendly competition, and develop lifelong habits of fitness. 
When I asked Sydney what motivates her, she replied “Being 
surrounded by young energetic kids! Then seeing them enjoy 
exercising and finding ways to succeed in running, jumping 
and throwing. But most of all, having fun!”  

The program changes slightly from year to year, but gen-
erally includes two summer track leagues, and a winter in-
door track program at Smith College Indoor Track and Tennis. 
In recent years, the summer program has had two compo-
nents, one in Northampton and the other in Amherst. These 

Sugarloaf Mountain Athletic Club Youth Programs 

by Tom Van den Broeck Raffensperger  

[Continued next page] 
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Youth Track 

are in partnership with the respective municipalities’ recrea-
tion departments: the Northampton Department of Parks 
and Recreation and the Amherst Leisure Services and Supple-
mental Education (LSSE). The program includes kids from Kin-
dergarten-age to grade 9. Boys and girls of all abilities are 
placed on a team and can compete in both relay and individ-

ual events. Non-team member children can enter an open 
100-meter dash each night. The program is held once per 
week, for five weeks, plus an additional first meeting where 
teams are formed. The last meet includes an awards ceremo-
ny, where kids get shirts and other awards. Though numbers 
vary from year to year, the Amherst program usually has 
about 100 kids, and the Northampton program over 325. The 
program also receives the generous support of four team 
sponsors in Amherst and six team sponsors in Northampton. 
Volunteer coaches come from area high schools in Amherst, 
Northampton, Easthampton, and Westhampton.  

Sponsors for the summer youth track programs are as 
follows. Amherst: Fee Only Financial Planning, Amity Street 
Dental, Rigali and Walder Orthodonics, and Integrity Builders. 
Northampton: Serio’s Pharmacy, Paradise Copies, Rigali and 
Walder Orthodonics, Whiting Energy Fuels, General Cleaners, 
and Northampton Co-op Bank.  

The winter Indoor Track program is for kids grades K-8 
and goes for 10 weeks from December to March. Each ses-
sion is two hours. Activities are based on age, from playing 
games like Capture the Flag, Duck Duck Goose, TV Tag, and 
Freeze Tag, to regular track and field activities like running, 
high jump, and long jump. It’s run as a non-competitive prac-
tice program, as an introduction to track training. The pro-
gram ends with the SMAC All-Comers Indoor Track meet in 
February. For this program there are two certified coaches 
and nine student coaches, and plans to certify more coaches.  

I’d like to end this article with sincere and heartfelt 
thanks to Sydney. She has been formally recognized by the 
club for her outstanding service to the running community, 
but it is difficult to thank someone enough whose service is so 
profound, continual, and has so much impact on young lives. 
And she’s not just an asset to our running community, but 
beyond it as well. This winter she will attend the USATF Annu-

al Meeting in Reno, Nevada, representing youth coaching as a 
delegate for USATF New England. Thank you, Sydney!  

***** 

Tom lives in Greenfield, is the Library Director at Westfield 
State College, and is the current President of SMAC. 

(photos by Ben Kimball) 

[SMAC Youth Programs, continued from previous page] 

Chris Pasko and Sydney Henthorn at a 2019 indoor track meet.  
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Running Tunes 

Ice ice baby 
I need some ice ice ladies... 

Crew: 
Collaborate and listen  
I’m back to the start line after Notchview  
Snuck up on me; mind is reeling 
Toes still numb and blisters healing 
Can I get through this? 
Yo, I don’t know  
Do my best and hope I don’t blow 
Add the extremes--is this global warming? 
Sweat pouring down and deer flies swarming  

Breathe  

Heat predicted sounds so cruel 
But I’ve got crew and they totally rule 
Hills? Yeah, constant--Vermont is a killa 
Whatever this race is, it ain’t vanilla 
Love it or leave it 
DNF? No way! 
I better go run 
‘Cause I came to play 
If there’s a problem, crew resolves it 
Keeping me cool and whatever involves it 

Ice ice ladies 
I need some ice ice ladies... 

Now I’m done with pre-race napping 
Adrenaline ready and my toes are tapping 
Slow from the start at a tortoise pace 
Plodding like a Clydesdale; I don’t need grace 
Dirt and trail and occasional highway  
Don’t need speed ‘cause this ain’t no 5K 
Whoa, that’s some horsepower on this course 
Next to me, it’s an actual horse! 
Cute horsie--maybe you like me? 
Tromping next to you in my blown-out Nikes 
Crew is on standby 
‘Cause I know they got my back now 
Think I need a pitstop? 
Yeah, I need a snack now 
Grease my feet; I don’t run raw 
Ice in my hat and hair and bra 
Oh, I better pee. 

Yo. So. They got me on my way to the next aid station, 
Rapping off props to my crew as I ran: 
Francia, Carol, yes, and Kym and Nan! 
Cheering my ass, so I can’t help but strive 

Each new pass, keeping me alive! 
Ready for the hills and the heat 
Each mile is a thrill on my Vaselined-up feet 
Markers and arrows line the trail 
Hope I go the right way and don’t lose a toenail 
Ice slides down and I start to shiver 
But still so hot-- where the Hell’s the river? 
Gonna jump in, go as deep as I dare 
Gotta stay wet ‘til I get to Ten Bear 
Gatorade chaser 
Pick up my pacer  
Sarah Bousquet will help me stay in this race, sir 

If there’s a problem, crew resolves it  
Keeping me cool and whatever involves it  

Ice ice ladies 
I need some ice ice ladies.... 

Don’t drink Heed, ‘cause Gatorade’s easy  
Water it down and I don’t get queasy  
My crew is the best, no doubt about it  
Gonna fly down this freakin’ hill and shout it 
Yeah my wives are a race phenom 
Buoy me up and cheer me on 
Hundo on hills 
What a Hell of a concept 
Heat makes it hurt and you wanna say Eff this 
Luckily my crew is so effing effective  
Up all hours of the night and day 
Filling me up on PBJ 
Turtle pace rocks; if it’s slow, oh well 
Last few miles I will run like Hell! 

No more problems, ‘cause my crew’s so fine 
This old turtle’s gonna cross that line! 

Ice ice ladies 
You are so nice ice ladies…  Chill. 

Ice Ice Ladies 

A Vermont 100 Ultramarathon Song by Carla Halpern 

(with my apologies and appreciation to Vanilla Ice) 

https://www.facebook.com/fwisnewski?__tn__=%2CdK-R-R&eid=ARBN-uTLI9-ou1UB0WRQb4UmbykwXtAhE_zqexMC3O_LAf4yL4vgtOAfwgMDfDOTrFLcD8tVYQw8EETO&fref=mentions
https://www.facebook.com/carol.diesel?__tn__=%2CdK-R-R&eid=ARAIUM0Uwu3EvZNV73_ej8JxP0TuZ9YwWDT39hAzZyxYx3UjK7h5CWYL6amM54NVk2BL_KGea-a5VNH8&fref=mentions
https://www.facebook.com/kymberly.lewis.52?__tn__=%2CdK-R-R&eid=ARDKmWF9Mpu9itEscZD4bFIOSg4LSuwUEfQIKxn8fXHdkloW7fYDMn2_MvsGq5aJhCwLYO8HyY_H1gOL&fref=mentions
https://www.facebook.com/sarah.bousquet.399?__tn__=%2CdK-R-R&eid=ARARsoyO6RA60vn66V2cfQKY293nSuVm0fDyAzguvLMTublKqX2l4So_RXLdw-NSnykwBXmHDlRg0fhm&fref=mentions
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rog8ou-ZepE
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Shorts 

There’s a lot of races out there. Far too many for us to cover 
all of them in any given issue of The Sun. But while we can’t 
have full recaps for every race SMAC members have partici-
pated in, we can offer quick snapshots of some of the ones 
we know about, plus news stories and items of note. If you 
would like to contribute to or see yourself in future Shorts 
columns, please do pass information along to the editor. 

The Race to End Child Abuse 5K in Greenfield (9/15/2019): 
This race had a field of 65 runners and was won by Tomas 
Cushman (19:51) and Blair Harrington (4th finisher, 21:59). 
SMAC runner Jim Farrick placed 8th with a time of 24:58.  

Don Maynard 5-Miler in Greenfield (9/21/2019): Mark Ra-
basco (28:46) and Anna Zillinksi (7th finisher, 33:45) won out 
of a field of 65 runners at the 25th running of this memorial 
race. SMAC members attending numbered 33: Aaron Stone 
(2nd overall, first SMAC finisher, 30:17), Howard Hanna (First 
Master, 32:09), Jeffrey Levreault (33:25), Bob Bezio (34:38), 
Patrick Pezzati (First Senior, 36:28), Brian Williams (36:51), 
JoEllen Reino (2nd place, 37:17), Michael Barlow (37:21), 
John Reino (37:29), Alice McKeon (3rd place, 37:35), Sarah 
Nelson (First Master, 37:50), Jeanne LaPierre (First Veteran, 
39:08), Neal Gifford (39:10), Becky Hanna (39:22), Erin Cassi-
dy (40:22), Jeff Folts (First 70+, 40:41), Jim Farrick (41:36), 
Peter Kennedy (42:37), Justin Fermann (42:46), Keith Street-
er (43:18), Cara Rigali (First Senior, 44:03), Harry Hayward 
(44:17), Skip Soper (45:41), Jodi McIntyre (45:53), Andrew 
Shelffo (45:57), Amy Sternheim (46:49), Carla Halpern 
(47:24), Ann Van Dyke (47:33), Mike Duffy (47:44), Nancy 
Mead (49:24), Gina Vanasse (49:27), Lauren Cunniffe (52:42), 
and Ted Ridout (57:05). Results. 

Selected Shorts 

by Jennifer Garrett and Ben Kimball 

Hospice Meadows Run in Northampton (9/28/2019): This 5K 
race took place on September 28, 2019, won by Johnathan 
Hanscom (19:51) and Courtney Platt (22:59). The field of 66 
included club runners Matteo Lotito (8th finisher, 25:09) and 
Jeff Folts (16th finisher, 26:48). Results. 

Summit Run 5K in Hadley (9/29/2019): At SMAC’s annual 
race up the Mt. Holyoke auto road, Rees Darin (21:36) of 
Hartford, CT and Laure Van den Broeck Raffensperger (SMAC 
member, 12th finisher, 26:14) of Greenfield, won out of a 
field of 63. An impressive 28 club runners ascended the 
mountain, led by Jeffrey Levreault (24:14), who was 6th over-
all. Other club runners were Patrick Pezzati (25:55), Bryant 
Johnson (26:23), Bob Bezio (26:33), JoEllen Reino (26:39), 
John Reino (27:04), Jonathan Shefftz (27:06), Sarah Nelson 
(27:22), Alice McKeon (27:31), Erin Cassidy (27:43), Brian 
Williams (28:03), Tate Norsen (29:47), John Thorpe (30:21), 
James Farrick (31:07), Peter Kennedy (32:08), Daryl Delisle 
(32:22), Mike Duffy (33:45), Skip Soper (33:58), Cara Rigali 
(34:13), Amy Sternheim (35:06), Nancy Mead (36:44), Gina 
Vanasse (37:21), Carla Halpern (39:29), Kathie Williams 
(41:32), Rebecca Gonzalez-Kreisberg (50:04), Kara Shemin 
(53:15), and Michael Shemin (53:15). Results.  

[Continued on next page] 

Start of the Don Maynard 5-Miler (photo by Ben Kimball). Aaron Stone strides for the finish (photo by Ben Kimball). 

http://www.coolrunning.com/results/19/ma/Sep21_25thAn_set1.shtml
http://www.coolrunning.com/results/19/ma/Sep28_Hospic_set1.shtml
http://www.coolrunning.com/results/19/ma/Sep29_Summit_set1.shtml
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Monroe-Dunbar Brook Trail Race (10/13/2019): The mid-fall weather 
was absolutely perfect for this annual race up in the scenic northwest 
corner of the state. 26-year-old Liam Cregan of Amherst set a spectacu-
lar new course record of 1:12:43. A total of 77 runners completed the 
rugged 10-ish mile trail circuit, including SMAC members Aaron Stone 
(5th place in 1:28:03), John Ferris (9th place in 1:32:44), Kevin Kells 
(12th place in 1:36:55), Bryant Johnson (38th in 1:52:53), Ben Kimball 
(41st in 1:56:53), and Sarah Kells (55th in 2:06:20). For nearly a decade, 
this remote race was relatively infamous for the sometimes knee-deep 
stream crossing at mile 9; this year a brand-new bridge spanned the 
brook, allowing for a mostly dry-foot finish (and, you know… decreasing 
the crazy character and wild drama factors a bit). Results.  

Chase’n a Mason in Turners Falls (10/20/2019): At the 11th annual 
Chase’n a Mason 5K race, SMAC member Aaron Stone (17:30) and An-
na Zillinski (6th finisher, 19:12) took first place out of the field of 57. 
Twenty-five club members participated: Bob Bezio (19:25), Laure Van 
den Broeck Raffensperger (2nd place 19:40), Patrick Pezzati (20:30), 
Mike Barlow (20:34), Edward Appel (1st Veteran, 20:40), Alice McKeon 
(3rd place, 21:15), Brian Williams (21:19), JoEllen Reino (1st Senior, 
21:31), Sarah Nelson (22:02), John Reino (22:23), Erin Cassidy (23:30), 
Jim Farrick (24:15), Tate Norsen (1st Pre-teen, 24:24), Jodi McIntyre 
(24:49), Keith Streeter (25:34), Harry Hayward (25:40), Amy Bowse 
(25:45), Andrew Shelffo (26:22), David Martula (1st 70+, 26:29), Amy 
Sternheim (26:40), Skip Soper (26:56), Gina Vanasse (27:45), Ann Van 
Dyke (28:00), and Lauren Cunniffe (28:48). Results.  

Mt. Toby Trail Race 14-miler in Sunderland (10/27/2019): The annual 
Toby race took place in a steady, driving rain. Sixty-five runners braved 
the conditions, including 11 club members. Daniel Grip (1:31:16) and 
Kels Spare (7th finisher, 1:44:36) took the top spots. Club runners were 
Laure Van den Broeck Raffensperger (3rd place, 1st SMAC finisher, 
2:01:50), Bridget Macdonald (2:05:03), Craig Reed (2:06:40), Brian Ha-
ley (2:07:12), Brian Williams (2:16:00), Justin Fermann (2:21:11), Ste-
ven Platt (2:22:58), Dawn Montague (2:23:49), Harry Hayward 
(3:09:57), Cara Rigali (3:25:02), and Heather Murphy (3:25:04). Results.  

[continued from previous page] 

Shorts 

Zack Livingston at Don Maynard (photo by B. Kimball) 

Shorts 

NOTE: We only got through selected Shorts for a 
handful of September and October ones in this 
issue. We think you’d agree, the page count is al-
ready pretty high as it is! If we have time and 
space, we’ll pop some more along with those from 
November and December into the next issue. As 
always, your help with future shorts (and any cor-
rections/omissions) would be greatly appreciated; 
it’s kind of an insane amount of work attempting to 
keep track of all current members in these things. 

***** 

Below: Brian Haley and Bridget Macdonald at Mt. Toby. 

https://www.runwmac.com/gt2019/monroe2019.html
http://www.coolrunning.com/results/19/ma/Oct20_11thAn_1_set1.shtml
http://www.coolrunning.com/results/19/ma/Oct27_MountT_set1.shtml
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Job: Owner of Stone Soup Concrete in Easthampton.  

 I was born and raised in the Putney, VT area. Like many of 
us in this valley, I came here to attend Umass Amherst and 
never left for very long. I have been a hiker, climber, cyclist, 
skier, and lover of the outdoors my entire life but I didn’t be-
come a runner until I was approaching 50 My friends Michele 
Andrews and Ericka Emerson, both avid runners, asked if I 
wanted to run a race. I was feeling all of my 50 years so of 
course agreed right away. I had no idea that I had just agreed 
to run the Seven Sisters Trail Race! 

 

I am not the fastest fellow but here are a few races that I left 
feeling pretty good about:  

2019 Fort Hill Half Marathon (1:40:34) 

2018 Monson Memorial Half Marathon (1:49:35) 

2019 Holyoke 10K (45:22) 

2018 Mt. Toby (2:09:50) 

2019 Green River Marathon (3:58:28) 

2016,17,18,19 Seven sisters; 2019 was 2:48:57, my best yet! 

2019 Mid-State Massive Ultra (6:15:00) 

 To date, my biggest, most recent running achievement so 
was completing the Mid State Massive 30 mile Ultra. It was 
the perfect melding of my love of trail running and my recent 
foray into marathon distance running. Running along side my 
friend Jeff Reynolds, it was an amazing day in the woods. It 
was truly fun loading up my hydration pack like a vending 
snack machine including a whole PB&J and eating IT ALL 
along the way. 

 Having just finished my first ultra (the shorter version) I 
learned that this is my favorite style and distance of running.. 
It was so long that for the first 25 miles I never thought about 
the finish. I just enjoyed the day and kept track of effort and 
fuel. I think that this may be the best form of moving zen that 
I have found for myself to date. 

 My first running love was and still is the Seven Sisters trail 
from the notch in Amherst or up from the Barstow side. But I 
like to mix it up by running on MT Toby, MT Tom, the Ches-
terfield Gorge, Mineral Hills etc. 

 My favorite running related book is Trail Running West-
ern Massachusetts. My friend Michele won a copy at the 
Peaked Mtn. trail race, then I picked up a copy. It is a real eye 
opener to little gems like Mineral Hills as well as epic adven-
tures like the Sisters. [editor’s note: thanks, Mike! =P ] 

 Outside of running I enjoy hiking and all of the amazing 
craft brews in this area. I recently purchased a gravel bike and 
I already know that this is going to be a huge part of my life 
and training. I have been a soccer coach for my two daugh-
ters and then the broader community for almost 15 years.  

 I do not listen to music while running or hiking. I have 
never been interested in tuning out the woods. But I could 
totally see the benefit on long paved runs or runs involving 
the same loop many times over.  

SMAC Member Profile  

Name: Mike Paulsen 

Age: 53 

Town: Whately 

[Continued next page] Michael at the Midstate Massive Ultra in central Mass. 
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 My favorite book is The Lord Of The Rings. Of course. I 
don’t have a TV, but I do enjoy slow-moving British detective 
shows. The last concert that I went to was Bob Weir and it 
was fantastic.  

 My greatest adventure so far was hitchhiking through 
Central America for three months then returning to San Fran-
cisco to ride my bike to Boston camping the entire way be-
fore cell phones. I rode 4300 miles in 52 days fully loaded up.  

 My most recent memorable running moment was discov-
ering at the start of the Mid State Massive that I left the clip 
that keeps the bladder in my Nathan Hydration pack closed at 
home. I tried closing it with a clipboard style clip but unfortu-
nately only ended up with a soaking wet back and shorts with 
fully dosed NUUN water. Luckily, Jeff found a way (while run-
ning behind me) to double roll the top of the bladder and 
reclip well enough that I was able to finish the race with wa-
ter left over.  

 My running wisdom is not very extensive compared to 
the local legends around here. But I have learned from others 
to practice how and what to eat on your long training runs 
and stick to it on race day. Also not to get caught up with the 
buzz of race day too much. Enjoy it but stick with your plan 
and tick off those miles.  

 My training friends and mentors are Jeff Reynolds, Ericka 
Emerson, and Michele Andrews (who is running the Cape Cod 
Marathon as I type). Man we have shared a ton of blood, 
sweat, laughter, and tears! ...but mostly laughter. 

 For cross training on non-running days I bike or hike or hit 
the gym to roll out, get some core work in and shake out a bit 
on the treadmill (I call it the dreadmill). I like running in all 
weather except the super hot and humid days. I love running 
in spikes in the winter, and trekking up mountains with snow-
shoes. My current secret ambition is to not hate yoga. There, 
I said it.  

 One of my biggest running aspirations is attempting a 
woodsy, mountainous 50-miler. I’m not sure when or where 
but the thought has been in my head since finishing the 30.  
More important is the aspiration to stay upright and moving 
forward into my 80’s!  

 My favorite pieces of running gear are my hydration 
pack, my watch, and calf sleeves. 

 My favorite race is Seven Sisters because it’s so darn hard 
and the people are so darn sweet. But around here give me 
any Patrick or Amy run race and I’ll run it with joy (mostly). 

 My favorite non-running activities are traveling to hiking 
destinations with my girlfriend and our best friends and any 

time that I get to spend with my two college aged daughters 
Sienna and Mieka.  

 Have I ever been injured? Why yes, yes I have. The most 
recent was from running a very fast (for me) 15 miles at Ches-
terfield Gorge then playing hours of barefoot volleyball in my 
brothers back yard. I woke up with a foot gone bad and had 
to run my first Green River Marathon on the left side of the 
road to ease the pressure on the outside of my foot.  

 My diet starts with a smoothie then for lunch a salad with 
a hard boiled egg. Dinner usually consists of beans and rice. I 
don’t eat red meat and try not to keep cheese or bread at my 
place so that when I am out, all of the bread cheese get eat-
en. My favorite food (and time to eat) is a burrito the size of a 
baby’s head immediately after a big run. My favorite recovery 
drinks are 1.) a local craft brewed IPA, and 2.) a big glass of 
water, of course. 

 I don’t think there’s an article of clothing I have too many 
of, but an outside observer may wonder why my hatchback, 
back seat, and porch are all just covered in running shoes.  

 The greatest piece of advice that I have received was that 
in both life and business you must be able to turn a negative 
into a positive. If you can do this then you will be ok.  

 I joined SMAC because it is an incredible resource full of 
people that give give give and keep giving to the running 
community. I have shared SMAC info with several folks new 
to the area as a one stop resource for anyone interested in 
any type of running at any level.  

[Paulsen profile, continued from previous page] 

Mike at play. 
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Job: I am a clinical neuropsychologist in a group practice in 
South Deerfield where I complete psychological, cognitive, 
and academic assessments to people of all ages.  

Where are you from originally, and what brought you to this 
area? I grew up in northern New Jersey. My husband and I 
met as undergraduates at Middlebury College in Vermont. 
Graduate school and my doctoral training brought us to the 
Bay Area, Cincinnati, and, most recently, Boston. After I fin-
ished my postdoctoral fellowship, I searched in New England 
for jobs—a place to put down roots and start our family. We 
bought our home in Shelburne Falls in 2016 and are so happy 
to live and work in this beautiful corner of the world. 

Runner since: I was a distance runner on the high-school 
track team but I was sidelined by bursitis in my hips and a 
thyroid disorder for a number of years afterwards. I began 
running consistently again as an adult in 2014. 

Personal Records? It’s been a while since I trained shorter 
distances but in September 2015, I finished a 5K in 23:50 in 
Cambridge, MA and then I ran a 10K in 49:25 in October 2015 
in Gloucester, MA. In May 2019, I ran the Steel Rail Half Mar-
athon in the Berkshires in 1:48:00. 

Achievement you’re most proud of (running or otherwise):   
I have run three half marathons-- two of which I completed 
while pregnant. During my most recent half marathon 
(Hartford Half 10/12/19), I was 11 weeks pregnant with my 
third child. I finished in 1:50—only two minutes shy of my PR 
but also a full 10 minutes faster than my last pregnant half so 
I’m calling it a PPR (Pregnant PR). I am proud to have run a 
smart race and felt like I finally got the feel for my best ap-
proach to running 13.1 miles. 

Local running and/or SMAC “claim to fame”: I don’t have 
any SMAC claims to fame but one of my favorite post-race 
traditions is to snap a celebratory post-race jumping photo 
near the finish line. If you see a tired but happy lady jumping 
up and down at a nearby race, it might be me! 

Favorite distance to run: On any given day, my favorite dis-
tance is probably about five or six miles. I like to feel accom-
plished but also get home in under an hour. I’ve enjoyed 
training for half marathons over the past couple of years be-
cause that distance pushes me out of my comfort zone. 

Favorite place to run: With two little kids at home, I’m all 
about proximity so I complete most of my runs on any route 
accessible from my front door. We live right where the North 
River meets the Deerfield River, so I love that my routes are 
almost always paralleling the water. When I have the flexibil-
ity, I love heading over to Green River Road. 

Favorite book: My husband is a writer and a voracious read-
er. He keeps a steady stream of excellent book recommenda-
tions coming my way. One of the first books he recommend-
ed to me when we first started dating was The Unbearable 
Lightness of Being by Milan Kundera. It completely moved me 
and was one of the many reasons I fell in love with him.  

Favorite running book? I listened to Christopher McDougall’s 
Born to Run while training for my second half marathon. I 
found it to be compelling and rich with detail. 

SMAC Member Profile  

Name: Flannery Murphy Geier  

Age: 34 

Town: Shelburne Falls 

[Continued next page] An energetic Flannery Geier at the Lake Wyola Road Race in 2017. 
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Top songs on your running playlist: When I’m training I listen 
to podcasts and audiobooks, but when I race I like to have 
the perfect playlist cued up. I kick off my opening miles with 
some classic tunes with a good beat (Rock Steady- Aretha 
Franklin, Got to Give it Up- Marvin Gaye). Then in the second 
half of the race, when I want to kick it into my next gear, I 
listen to Queen (Don’t Stop Me Now) and mix in some pop 
and rap like Lizzo (Good as Hell, Truth Hurts) and Chance the 
Rapper (No Problem, Finish Line). 

Greatest adventure: My greatest adventure was giving birth 
to my two children at home with the assistance of a midwife. 
I have never felt more strong, capable or proud of what my 
body could do. I think running and strength training helped 
me develop the mental fortitude to achieve that goal. I hope 
to have another home birth for baby #3 due in May 2020. 

Recent memorable moment while running? I’ve learned that 
if you want cheers from spectators, wear something on your 
front but if you want support from fellow runners, put it on 
your back. During the Hartford Half a few weeks ago, I wore a 
“Baby on Board” sticker on my back. After battling plenty of 
nausea and fatigue during the final weeks of my training cy-
cle, I was so thankful for the encouragement from my fellow 
runners throughout the race.  

Secret tips or good advice? Make a short-term to-do list and 
a long-term to-do list. While you’re at, put something down 
that you’ve already done on your list, so you get to cross it off 
right away for an instant reminder of an accomplishment and 
maybe even a little reduction in anxiety.  

Training partners? I run with my dog, Kachina. So far, she has 
gone up to 10 miles with me and she has been doing really 
well during my speed sessions. She gets so excited when she 
hears the beep of my Garmin turning on or sees me lacing up 
my sneakers. 

Cross training activities? I absolutely love kettebells and bar-
bells. I strength train two to three times per week at River-
side Fitness in Shelburne Falls. I have been injury-free since I 
began running consistently as an adult about five years ago 
and I attribute that to my solid base of strength.  

Favorite season to run in? Hot or cold? Time of day? How 
come? I used to exclusively run in the afternoon/evening but 
after becoming a mother, I’ve found that early morning is the 
best time for me to get out the door and get it done. I mostly 
run around 6:00 am so the spring/early summer is my favor-
ite time of year to run. I don’t mind the cold, but I cherish the 
longer days and mild weather.  

What is one of your biggest running aspirations? I would like 
to run a marathon one day. In this season of my life with two 

(soon to be three) little kids at home, I’m not ready to take 
the time to train for that distance. I know it is calling my 
name and I’ll get around to it eventually. 

Favorite piece of running gear: I am obsessed with capris/
pants that have side pockets on the thigh for my phone. As 
soon as I discovered that this was a thing, I donated all my old 
running pants. I’m also really loving my bluetooth head-
phones (AfterShokz Trekz Titanium) which do not insert into 
your ear but use bone conduction technology. Since I run on 
rural roads that rarely have pedestrians, I need to hear road 
noise and remain aware of my surroundings.  

What is your favorite race? Like many of you, I have a love/
hate relationship with the Bridge of Flowers. I love the feeling 
of accomplishment that comes from conquering Crittenden 
and the energy of the crowd in my sweet little town.  

Favorite non-running activity: Being outside with my family. 
Our driveway is about a quarter of a mile long and I love me-
andering down it with my kids—throwing rocks into the 

[Geier member profile, continued from previous page] 

[Continued next page] 

Flannery Geier at the 2019 Hartford Half Marathon. 
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creek, collecting acorns, uncovering worms.  

Ever been injured? How did it happen? I developed signifi-
cant hip pain when I was a teenager running track. I think I 
overtrained and our coach did not emphasize strength train-
ing or stretching as much as needed. I’m so glad I was able to 
take time off and fall in love with running again as an adult. 

What is your diet like? I try to eat intuitively and as locally as 
possible. Nothing is off limits as I find that if I restrict the type 

of food I can have in any way, I become resentful and frus-
trated. I am happiest when I have a good mix of protein, veg-
gies, and carbs. I definitely enjoy pancakes on the weekends 
with my kids, and lick the cookie dough batter when baking.  

Best advice you ever got: “You’re a woman, not a wimp” was 
one of the mantras my mother repeated to my sister and me 
growing up.  

Goal for 2020? My goal for 2020 is stay active through my 
second/third trimesters, take plenty of time to rest/recover 
post-baby, and to begin running/training again when I feel 
ready. I tend to get antsy when I’m forced to take time off, so 
I know I’ll be eyeing some races for fall 2020 and beyond. 

Why did you join SMAC? I joined SMAC because I wanted to 
find a community of runners and learn about the local hap-
penings. I am embarrassed to say, I have not yet joined in any 
of the organized activities (hill or track workouts, group runs) 
but I know I will one day when I have more flexibility in my 
schedule. For now, running at the crack of dawn right near 
my house is what works for me, but I love being a part of this 
community and racing in all the wonderful events in and 
around the hill towns. 

If you could run with anyone, who would it be, and where 
would you run? My dad is way past running these days, but 
he loves to support me. He’s always ready for a race recap 
and wants copies of all my running photos. I wish I could have 
trained with him when he ran the NYC marathon a number of 
times in the 1980’s.  

What else should the club know about you? I am sort of em-
barrassed to advertise this, but I track my fitness on Insta-
gram (@flangetsfit) and I love to connect with and support 
other runners on there.   

***** 

If you would like to suggest someone for an upcoming  
SMAC member profile, please contact us at  

alpinefin [at] comcast.net. 

[Geier profile, continued from previous page] 

Flannery flys at the Hampton Half in 2017. 

mailto:sugarloafsun@gmail.com
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Where are you from originally, and (if not from here) what 
brought you to this area? I was born in Fajardo, Puerto Rico 
and moved with my family to Sturbridge, MA when I was 8½ 
years old. Sturbridge was a wonderful place to grow up. It 
was a kid’s dream to open the back door and see woods. I 
would walk the woods tirelessly and learned to skim rocks on 
a nearby pond. Contrast this to Puerto Rico, where we lived 
in the center of town and I was not free to roam due to com-
mercial activity. 

I remember reading an article in the 6th grade about high 
school kids running cross-country and I MARVELLED at this! I 
actually thought they were running across the country and I 
wanted JOIN THEM! LOL... I was still learning English idioms 
and didn’t realize it was a school sport. I realized what cross-
country was in high school and joined the team all 4 years. 
After high school, I went to UMass Amherst, where I ran for 
exercise and later replaced it with cycling and swimming. 

My senior year at UMass, a lifeguard friend convinced me to 
run the “WAQY” 5-mile road race in Springfield, MA. I en-
joyed it, and now marvel at running it in 35 minutes. I would 
run a few more times that year, then no more. (Side note: my 
favorite running shoe??? Nike “waffle” in tan! I love the feel 
and sound of those “waffles shoes” as I ran.) 

Graduated UMass in 81, married in 83, and have 3 wonderful 
daughters. In 2016, my middle daughter rekindled my desire 
to run. Towards the end her enlistment in the US Navy, she 
participated in Spartan Runs, Tough Mudder, and a half mara-
thon. At the completion of her half marathon, my oldest 
daughter encouraged her to run a marathon. In April 2016, 
she ran her first of three Boston Marathons for charity. 

As a spectator at Mile 22, I was moved to tears by the ath-
letes who ran past me. Some were in wheelchairs, others had 
prosthetics, all were of varying body types and heights. The 
facial expressions of the passing runners were as assorted as 
the runners themselves. Some were smiling, some grimacing 
in pain, others had dried salt from sweat on their face. As I 
watched I wondered why I wasn’t running, and what it would 
take to run a marathon. 

The next day, I went for my first walk/jog/run for 1 mile. 
Within 30-40 yards my heart was pounding, and my teeth 
vibrating, and I could feel my steps BOOM...BOOM...BOOM. 
Reality is very honest! By year’s end, I could comfortably run 
8 to 10 miles a week. 

During 2017, I was a spectator at the Boston Marathon for 
my second time. I realized I didn’t want to be a spectator any-
more, I wanted to be in the “arena” and run! After sharing my 
thoughts with my daughter, she introduced me to the 
Runkeeper app. As I trained, the thoughts of running a mara-
thon were so DAUNTING that I refocused on running a half. 
As I increased distances I learned about my body: soreness 
vs. pain, hydration, eating while running. My 1st trial half...I 
walked last 4 miles home. I was dehydrated and learned that 
32 oz. of water at 75 degrees is not enough when the tem-
perature is 85.  

In 2018, I was a spectator of the Boston Marathon for the 
third consecutive year. The weather and rain were unre-
lenting, and it was so stormy that umbrellas were actually 
dangerous. As I huddled in a lobby at a bank to avoid the rain, 
I asked myself, “what am I doing here watching the race on a 
giant TV screen?” I quickly left the lobby and spent the rest of 
the day outside getting soaked and cheering the runners. 
Thousands of runners dropped out due to the adverse weath-
er, and I took home a lesson: be prepared for any weather 
conditions on race day.  

1st Marathon, in Hartford, CT on 10/13/2018 (time: 5:58:00) 

My first marathon was cool and drizzly, but I was dry and 
comfortable in my rain poncho! It was a very emotional run. I 

SMAC Member Profile  

Name: Jorge Cabanas 

Age: 62 

Town: Amherst 

Job: Commercial Driver Class A  

[Continued next page] 

L: Jorge Cabanas at his first official half marathon, the YUKAN 
in Rockport on August 6, 2017 (time: 2:44:00).  R: Happy Val-
ley Half in Northampton on October 22, 2017 (time 2:22:00).  
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sobbed after receiving the finish medal and still cry when re-
flecting on the accomplishment. I ate a whole pizza on the 
way home by myself, LOL. 

Second marathon: New England Green River Marathon  
This was a joy to run, and due to work conditions, AWFUL to 
train for. I felt grossly undertrained. A friend loaned me their 
book 26 MARATHONS by Meb Keflezighi (New York, Boston 
Marathon winner and Olympic Marathon Silver Medal) “A 
Marathon is a metaphor For Life, And Life Is Not Easy”... I am 
grateful to have read this book before running the Green Riv-
er Marathon! It brought me peace, assuredness, and a mind-
set to succeed with my resources. I finally realize why I run! I 
am breaking old boundaries that used to protect me but now 
hinder me... life is fluid... don’t be stagnant. 

2020 Goals: Run 3 Marathons: 1.) Jack & Jill Downhill in North 
Bend, WA on July 25, 2020 (decided); 2. Niagara Falls on Oct. 
25, 2020 (decided); 3.) A Spring Marathon... Boston would be 
a “DREAM” except for fundraising (looking, actual race TBD).  

Achievement you’re most proud of (running or otherwise): 
Being blessed with family and friends. 

What does your daily workout consist of? Running. Need to 
cross train. 

Favorite distance to race/run: Half Marathon... I can warm 
up, increase tempo to cruising level. 

Favorite place to run: the wooded back roads of Amherst, 
Pelham, and Belchertown 

Favorite local running route? Gatehouse Rd, R on Stony Hill 
Rd, left on Harkness Rd, rt on South Valley Rd, rt on Jones Rd, 
rt on Amherst Rd, rt on Enfield Rd, rt on Gulf Road turns into 
North Gulf Road, rt on Gulf Road, R on North St, R on Rte. 9, R 
on Gatehouse Rd and I am home again! It’s all paved and 

LOW traffic with 2 exceptions (Amherst Rd and Rte. 9, which 
has a wide shoulder to run on). I run on the crest of the road 
99% of the time. 

Greatest adventure: Grand Canyon, Yosemite National Park, 
Monument Valley, Sequoia National Park… I visited all these 
with my daughter.  

Top songs on your running playlist (or favorite music): none 
while running but Toby Mack, Mandisa, pre run 

Favorite movie: the Lord of the Rings trilogy 

Favorite running book? 26 Marathons by Meb Keflezighi; 
Films? Angels in the Outfield; Field of Dreams 

Secret tips or good advice? Listen to your body...learn to co-
ax sore muscles into warming up and giving you a surprising 
run. Not all soreness and stiffness requires bed rest. NUUN 
electrolyte tablets or Endurance Powder; UCAN 100% Super 
Starch (awesome product!). 

Cross-training activities? Swimming, cycling... wishful think-
ing! I need to start this! 

Favorite season to run in? Spring; Summer; early fall… ex-
tended daylight. Hot or cold? Prefer hot but I am faster in the 
cold. Time of day? My runs are mostly in the afternoon or 
evening unless it’s an official run. How come? My body is nat-
urally warmed (loosened). (I do occasionally run in the morn-
ing and enjoy it). 

What is one of your biggest running aspirations? It was 26.2; 
now it’s 26.2 in under 4:30:00 (and finish a 50K). 

Favorite piece of running gear: Altra Escalante shoes, Hat, 
GOODR sunglasses 

Interests: motorcycle touring, bicycling 

What was the last running event you participated in? the 
New England Green River Marathon in 2019 

Favorite non-running activity: Rummikub or other kitchen 
table games. Great chat times! Saturday breakfast at Al-
meidas in Belchertown. 

Last movie you watched (and what you thought): Wonder 
Woman... loved the intensity, idealism. 

Last concert you went to / favorite band: Chris Tomlin, 
spring 2019, Mullins Center. PHENOMENAL!!!! 

Best advice you ever got: Listen to your body. 

Why did you join SMAC? I joined SMAC on the suggestion of 
a lady I met at Sawmill River 10K this past January as a way to 
meet fellow runners in the area. She encouraged me to sign 
up for Green River. So glad I did! Thank You!  

***** 

[Cabanas profile, continued from previous page] 

Jorge at the start of his 2nd marathon (5:38:00) on 9/1/19. 
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Race Report 

When I signed up for the New England Green River Mara-
thon back in January of 2019, I could see snow outside of my 
window and the reality of a marathon in early September 
was many months away. However, I did know that there was 
a decent potential for a warm day, which was mildly terrify-
ing to me, having endured two marathons in which the tem-
peratures creeped into the high 70s. Yet the weather for Sep-
tember 1 proved to be close to perfect. In the 40s at the 
start, it was projected to rise to the mid-50s by the late 
morning. Thank you, Mother Nature. 

I arrived at the start with my very sleepy family, who 
kindly dropped me off in my sweatpants and sweatshirt be-
fore driving off in search of a good breakfast place to pass 
some time. The New England Green River Marathon starts at 
Marlboro College in VT and ends at Greenfield Community 
College in MA (apparently the only marathon in the US to 
start and end at two different colleges). Never having been to 
Marlboro College before, I was immediately drawn in by the 
rural landscape and old buildings, a pleasant and picturesque 
environment, which had a soothing effect on my pre-race 
nerves. The bag check was quick and simple: I dropped off my 
warm clothes and flip-flops with the wonderful volunteers, 
with no doubt that I would be reunited with my belongings at 
the finish. I chatted with some fellow SMAC members, then-
we began to line up and listen to pre-race announcements 
near the start. Consistent with the clear and consistent pre-
race email communications, Tom and Laure conveyed the 
necessary information to us marathoners with warmth and 
energy—quite admirable given what I assume were many 
days of limited sleep as they prepared to give us the best 
race experience possible.  

The race itself runs along the Green River, with much of it 
on packed dirt roads and some of it on gravel. It is a beautiful 
course, plain and simple. The miles were punctuated by small 
colorful signs with questions related to the Green River itself, 
as well as the plants and animals that live along it. They were 
welcome entertainment and gave me much to think about 
during the long miles. (I really wish we got a list of answers at 
the end! I spent a lot of time wondering about some of 
them…). The volunteers along the route were friendly and 
enthusiastic. Although I typically do not spend much time 
looking at race courses prior to races, I make an exception 
when it comes to marathons, as I find that knowing major 
landmarks can be helpful in breaking up the uncertainty of 
the many long miles. I knew to expect a hill and turnaround 
around mile 8, and although this was mentally challenging, 

once it was over I turned my attention to anticipating the cov-
ered bridge around mile 10. It was just as beautiful as I ex-
pected, with a large group of volunteers and spectators 
cheering as we ran through the bridge (sadly not my own 
family, though, as they got lost trying to find it). The next 7 

miles were a mix of dirt, gravel, and pavement. I saw my fami-
ly around mile 16—a much needed boost before a steady up-
hill climb around mile 17. The next few miles were mostly 
downhill. It was around this point where the net downhill na-
ture of the race—which I deeply appreciated overall—began 
to take a toll on my hips and quads. The uphill around mile 20 
was actually a relief for my tight hip flexors and glutes, albeit 
a challenge for my increasingly tired jelly legs. 

The 2019 New England Green River Marathon  

by Abbie Goldberg 

[Continued next page] 

Abbie at the mile-10 covered bridge (photo by Josh Fields). 

Abbie at mile 12        (photo by Ben Kimball) 
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As with all of my prior marathons, I began to grit my 
teeth a bit starting around mile 22-23. This is when the miles 
really seemed to get longer, and despite the moderate down-
hill, every step felt like an effort. Friendly and familiar volun-
teers during these last few miles, as well as my family, were 
lifesavers in helping me to maintain some semblance of fo-
cus, as was the water (kudos and thanks to the race organiz-
ers for adding that last water stop!). The last couple of miles 
wind through a residential area before the course takes a 
final right-hand turn up into the Greenfield Community Col-
lege complex. Conversation and mental focus—plus some 
mix of Taylor Swift, MGMT, and Missy Elliott—got me 
through that last mile and over the finish line.  

The post-race atmosphere was joyous and relaxed. 
Sweaty runners, dogs, babies, and other humans mingled in 
the grass, and the mood was celebratory as people lined up 
for beer and food. After some Gatorade and a brief chat with 
some lovely folks from the Connecticut River Conservancy, 
one of the major race sponsors, I went straight to the beer 
line (with a pit stop for peach ice cream). I then retrieved my 

bag (in perfect condition) from the bag check and slid on my 
long-awaited flip-flops.  

My favorite parts about the race? It’s hard to pick just a 
few. But here they are: A fabulous and energetic race direc-
tor team. A wonderful group of warm and friendly volun-
teers. Entertaining signs throughout the course. A beautiful 
and well organized course with breathtaking views. A great 
group of fellow runners (there is really nothing like the con-
versations you have with people during a marathon… small 
bursts of human connection that are truly mutually sustain-
ing). A cozy and delicious post-race venue and experience.  

Although it usually takes me a few years to remember 
why I want to do another marathon, this year was different. I 
am pretty sure I was among the first 15 people or so to sign 
up for GRM 2020!  

***** 

Abbie is a SMAC member from Northampton. Check out her 
member profile on p. 4 of the Jan/Feb 2018 issue of The Sun!  

[Green River Marathon, continued from previous page] 

Race Report 

http://sugarloafmountainathletic.org/smacwp/wp-content/uploads/2012/04/SMAC_Sun_2018_issue1_JanFeb.pdf
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Race Report 

When I registered for the Free to Run 50-miler, I thought 
it was kind of a crazy idea, but a group of my running friends 
decided it was a great idea and I certainly did not want to be 
the one with the FOMO!  

For months before, when telling people about this race, I 
always prefaced it with “this race really scares me...” I knew 
the course; I did the half in 2017 and the marathon in 2018, 
and each time I remember clearly thinking (and saying out 
loud) that there was NO WAY I would ever do the 50-miler.  

It’s a 12.5-mile loop up and down two mountains, with 
2,500 feet of elevation per loop. The trail is highly technical, 
with rocks, roots, mud... the whole works. Steep climbs and 
descents. This race is no joke. Up until race day I had been 
considering dropping down to the marathon, but at the last 
minute I decided to go for it and see what would happen. I 
knew that if I didn’t make the cutoffs I would not earn the 
BURCS belt buckles I have been working towards all summer, 
but decided to risk it.  

Hannah Muszynski and I drove out Friday night and 
camped in Pittsfield State Forest, since the race started in the 
dark at 5:00 a.m. We set our alarms for 3:30 a.m. and man-
aged to make it to the start, with 17 other lunatics. I spent 
half of the first loop with Hannah and Carla Halpern.  

Carla and Hannah pulled ahead in the middle of the first 
loop and I was on my own for a while enjoying the early 
morning light in the woods. Because of the cloud cover it 
stayed dark in the forest quite late. There was a runner not 
far behind me for a while and finally I realized it was Marie 
Gryszowka and we began to chat and finished lap one togeth-
er. We both had trepidation about this race and had similar 
plans of trying to finish each of the first 3 laps in under 4 
hours in order to make the cutoff times.  

We finished in plenty of time and I wanted to change my 
clothes, as the day had warmed up a bit, so Marie headed 
out ahead of me around 8:30 with me following a few 
minutes later. I was able to catch up to her after about a mile 
and eventually moved slowly ahead of her. I was really sad to 
later hear that she had taken a fall and decided to drop from 
the race. I had been hoping that we could have done our last 
lap to finish together. The second lap was fun in a social way, 
as some of the half marathoners and marathoners cruised by 
and we were able to chat a bit. I was inspired by some of the 
younger participants speeding by me down the trail. I chatted 
with Tara Mayo, Christine Da Silva, Shannon Austin, and Jay 
Durand, and others I’m surely forgetting.  

I finished this lap around 12:30 p.m. and was still doing 
fine time-wise, but my legs were beginning to feel tired from 
the relentless elevation changes. So I decided it was time to 
bring out the trekking poles! The trail was quite slick in spots 
from the on and off rain and it was getting harder to stay on 
my feet. I had never really used poles before, so I just did 
what felt right and was so thankful that I had them! I truly am 
not sure if I could have finished without them. Being able to 
use my upper body strength to help pull me up and to keep 
me from losing my footing on the steep slippery descents… 
the poles were priceless! I borrowed them from Hannah but 
will be investing in a pair soon.  

The poles helped me keep my speed up during the third 
lap, but I did have some GI issues that slowed me down. I 
learned at the aid stations that Hannah and Carla were about 
a half hour ahead of me, and going well. I reached the fourth 
aid station at 4:34 and psychologically had to make it to the 
finish by 5:00 pm in order to carry on. So I ran and pushed 
myself those last few miles, unsure whether I could make it in 
time. All runners had to start their last lap by 5:30. 

I ran in and everyone was cheering at the timing table 
and I yelled to them, “what time is it?” And when they re-
sponded 5:00, I couldn’t believe I had made it in time!!! 

This is when my luck got really good: Benjamin Manning 
(from Brooklyn) had posted an offer to pace people on Face-
book, and Hannah had asked him to pace her. Upon com-
pleting my third lap, I was really happy to learn that since Car-
la and Hannah were still running together and doing OK, they 
had asked him to pace me instead. This was definitely what I 

50 Miles or Bust  

by Nan Mead 

[Continued next page] 

Nan descending the Turner Trail at PSF (photo by Ben Kimball) 
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needed for my last lap, which was largely in the dark. Ben 
was the perfect pacer; he distracted me by chatting, coached 
me on using my poles more efficiently, filled my water bottles 
for me, and kept me from getting lost in the dark! If I had 
been on my own, I would have been totally scared and freak-
ing out; I’d probably still be out there rolled up in a ball cry-
ing. I truly owe this finish to Ben! I am so grateful that he 
came all the way out to Pittsfield to help out. He kept me 
moving as fast as I could go and encouraged slow jogging 
when the course allowed, which wasn’t often (especially in 
the dark).  

At the last aid station, when I realized I was actually going 
to make it to the finish with time to spare, I was so relieved 
and happy! I finished with only one almost-fall (my hand 
barely hit the ground), no blisters, and no injuries. And yes, I 
was smiling at the finish! I was VERY lucky to have come away 
injury-free given the tough course with the rainy weather. 

 If you are considering trying an ultra, the BURCS races are 
the best! Thank you to co- race directors Michael Menard 
and Jake Dissinger for putting on this awesome race that I will 
NEVER do again (but I would consider pacing for someone…) 

***** 

Nan is now a hundred-mile SMAC member from Wendell. 

[First 50-Miler, continued from previous page] 

[Continued next page] 

The Ultra Life 

Nan on her way to 50 miles (photo by Ben Kimball) 

Just a Few Miles More…  
by John Stifler 

I am almost certainly the least ultra of all the ultrarun-
ners in Sugarloaf. Specifically, I have run exactly two races 
that were longer than a marathon, and both of those were 
nearly 40 years ago. But I’ve also done exactly two parachute 
jumps, even longer ago, and my very limited ultra experi-
ence, like my minimal experience of jumping out of an air-
plane at 2800 feet, prompts me to repeat one of my favorite 
sayings: Twice is a lot more than Never. 

To be sure, I’m disappointed not to have run Western 
States or, less unrealistically, the Lake Waramaug 50K/50-
mile/100 km. I don’t see how I ever will now; I’m pretty sure 
my toe joints or knees could not withstand the necessary 
training mileage. But just the fact that ultramarathons exist, 
and that some of you who are reading this have run them, 
inspires and excites me about running in general, and about 
going anywhere on foot for many miles.  

As to the two ultras I’ve run, both 50K’s… 

September 1980: The Falling Leaves 50K in Brattleboro 
and neighboring towns. Having run half a dozen marathons, 
five of them under three hours, I figured I could handle 31.1 
miles, especially if my only goal was to finish. Fred Pilon, the 
originator of the runner’shop in Northampton and co-editor, 
with Stan Wagon and Peter Gagarin, of Ultrarunner magazine, 
had run the Old Dominion 100-miler and told me it was no 
harder than running his first marathon. At a marathon dis-
tance, I’d found that I could handle a pace that Fred could 
handle, so if he could do 100 miles on hills and trails, I ought 
to be able to manage 50K on country roads.  

Stan was in that year’s Brattleboro race, and he ran with 
me in the early miles before moving ahead. It was one of the 
rare times I’ve carried on a sustained conversation with any-
one during a race. The whole thing felt comfortable.  
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The most memorable moment was crossing over a white 
line on the road at 26 miles and 385 yards, so indicated by 
the single word “Marathon.” I had crossed a threshold, had 
stepped beyond the familiar and into something new. Finish-
ing in under four hours was an incidental bonus. In one of my 
T-shirt drawers I still have a well-worn red T-shirt on the back 
of which are the words “50 Km. National Championship.” 

June 1981: St. Rome de Tarn is a small town in the hills of 
the Aveyron region in south-central France. Living that year 
in Toulouse, and happening into St. Rome one Sunday, I got 
into conversation with a local guy named Jo Vors, who was 
excited to meet an American and who told me about how he 
had run the New York Marathon. He insisted that I come 
back in a few weeks to run his race, a 50K. He handed me an 
entry form on which he’d written: “gratuit aux 
etrangers” (“free for foreigners”).  

Starting time 7 a.m. A small field, maybe 55 of us. The 
course was a lot hillier than Brattleboro, all of it on back 
roads through forests and past the occasional farm. It took 
little time for me to shift, physically and mentally, into my I-
can-keep-going-like-this-indefinitely-if-I-have-to gear, and, as 
in Brattleboro, it worked. Fred was right: the effort was less 
severe than in a marathon.  

The small field notwithstanding, the amenities were 
amazing. Aid stations included not only water but raisins, 
coffee cake, sugared drinks, schnapps (!), and glucose tablets. 
At 28 km we hit the super-aid station, which was basically a 
lunch buffet, with cheese, bread, pate, fruit, and various 
things to drink.  

In France lunch is an automatic, unvarying daily activity 
regardless of whatever else you’re doing. Runners ahead of 
me were stopping to eat something before continuing. As an 
American barbarian, I skipped lunch, thereby moving up from 
eleventh place to ninth while the two gentlemen ahead of 
me adhered to civilized social norms. They had now fallen 
behind me.  

The remaining 22 kilometers were wonderful, quiet, 
meditative. Imagine running alone through Heath, Mass., or 
Hawley or Rowe, with scarcely a car in sight except for the 
one driven by the race director. Jo Vors seemed to be every-
where, encouraging us all through his bullhorn and making 
sure he knew where everyone was. I passed another solitary 
runner as we climbed another long hill. Near the top, painted 
on the road just as in Brattleboro, was the word “marathon.” 
A couple of couple of miles later I passed one more runner. 

When, finally, I trotted up the last hill back into the cen-
ter of St. Rome, Jo was there, encouraging the small, friendly 

crowd to cheer for each finisher. “Et le voila maintenant, 
l’americain John Stifler, septieme place!” Seventh place—
probably the best finish in any race in my life.  

The post-race refreshments were beyond anything I’ve 
ever seen at any other race. First, a large truck full of mineral 
water, Heineken, sodas, and sandwiches. Then the post-race 
dinner, which included fresh salad from the nearby hillside 
farms, cherries from local orchards, Roquefort cheese—the 
village of Roquefort is just down the road from St. Rome—
fresh bread, and a whole sheep roasted on a spit over a huge 
fire. Not to mention wine and more beer and mineral water.  

Then the speeches and awards. And then the party, with 
a live band and dancing for a few hours, for anyone whose 
legs could hold up a bit longer.  

I’ve talked about the St. Rome de Tarn 50K a couple of 
times at SMAC meetings, so forgive me for repeating it here. 
Two years before I ran the Brattleboro 50K, I had been in 
Brattleboro to run the 10K that was held there concurrently, 
and I had picked up a copy of a new magazine called The Run-
ner. Back in Florence after the year in France, I wrote a piece 
about St. Rome and then sent them a query. Lo and behold, 
The Runner was preparing an issue about running in Europe. 
They said, sure, send it. I sent it. They liked it. Voila. 

 (In daydreams I still want to run the Western States 100. 
Or, even better, Leadville.)  

***** 

John is a longtime SMAC member from Florence, and  
the winner of the Road Runner Club of America’s  
Excellence in Running Journalism award for 2018. 

The Ultra Life 

[A Pair of Fifties, continued from previous page] 

100 Miles at Notchview 

A Quick Callback 

In the previous issue of The Sun, Christine Morin wrote a 
moving piece about her own journey to finishing a 100-
mile ultra. If you missed it then, definitely take a look at it 
on the SMAC website now (see page 12). A sampling: 
“Notchview gives more than it takes. It’s a slice of heaven 
with a sprinkle of hell. The dark nights didn’t seem so 
dark this year. The hills didn’t seem so steep. The fire-
works on July 5th, which Nan and I stopped to watch, 
were surely celebrating us. The black bear who crossed 
my path with grace, the butterfly who flitted near the tim-
ing sheets, and the daylilies just starting to bloom along 
the trail added to the magic of beautiful Notchview.” 

http://sugarloafmountainathletic.org/smacwp/wp-content/uploads/2012/04/SMAC_Sun_2019_issue5_SeptOct.pdf
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I’ve never run an ultramarathon and I doubt I ever will. In 
spite of having finished 19 marathons, my running endurance 
isn’t very good, and the idea of spending many hours on my feet 
is not appealing. I do enjoy a long day on a bike though. 

Long before I started running I biked everywhere as a pre-
teen, mostly on hilly dirt roads and sometimes for fairly long 
distances and at breakneck speeds. When I bought a gravel bike 
a couple years ago and started riding the many local dirt roads, 
it was as if I’d never stopped. Dirt roads are quiet and scenic, 
which is ideal for biking, but they’re not smooth like pavement 
so the flat tire risk is much greater. Thus the development of the 
“gravel” bikes, which are very similar to “cross” or “hybrid” 
bikes - faster bikes with knobby tires for varied surfaces. 

I’d heard about the D2R2 for years but it’s the same day as 
the Montague Mug Race, 5 minutes from home and a regular on 
my summer running schedule. This year I’d been enjoying riding 
more than running so I decided it was time to try out this event. 
I looked at the registration page and all the events seemed to 
cost the same amount, so I decided that I’d try the longest: 180 
km or 112 miles, with somewhere around 14,000 feet of climb-
ing. My longest previous ride, two years ago, had been 70 miles, 
with much more pavement and just over 5,000 feet. The de-
scription says the course is “harder than anything most riders 
have ever experienced” and “perhaps the hardest century ride 
in the world”. All this could only mean one thing: gotta do it! 

I signed up and told a few friends, who all thought I was 
crazy and later admitted didn’t think I’d be able to finish. The 
skepticism made it all the more alluring, though I did take advice 
from a few of them that later turned out to be very useful. I 
trained as much as I could, but I signed up with only a month or 
so to spare, so I was basically winging it. No matter, I’d done 
that before and suffered through. 

The 180 km ride starts at 6 a.m. in the flat fields just south 
of old Deerfield, but quickly heads uphill on dirt roads, most of 
which I’d never ridden before. For most of the day it was up a 
long way, down a long way, repeat. I’m somewhat cautious on 
downhills because I’ve crashed many times and I don’t believe 
I’m indestructible as I once did, and dirt roads are very unpre-
dictable. All day long people were flying past me on the de-
scents, at least one of whom crashed shortly after going by. The 
time I lost going down I usually made up going uphill, though, 
and spent the day leapfrogging the same people over and over 
again. This is not a race, of course, so there was a lot of camara-
derie in that we all had the same goal of finishing in one piece. 
There are also no course markings, so while some had uploaded 
maps to their GPS devices, we were all relying on a cue sheet 
and each other for guidance. It all made for a pretty relaxed and 
congenial atmosphere. 

There are four massive climbs before lunch, all on dirt 
roads. The shortest is almost two miles, the longest, from Rte. 2 
in Charlemont up to Heath, almost 5 miles and rising about 
1,200 feet. I really enjoyed these long slow grinds, especially 
when they invariably finished with a spectacular view of the 
countryside. I felt strong local pride hearing the “oohs” and 
“aahs” from the riders who’d never visited the area. 

Lunch happens at the covered bridge on Green River Road 
in Guilford, and it was fun to see riders from all the different 
rides converge from several different directions. I ran into sever-
al people I knew there, some who were riding 180 km, some 
doing shorter rides. After lunch our ride went up the longest 
steepest way out, of course: up Stage Road about a mile, during 
which time riders doing 115 km were whizzing down in the op-
posite direction towards the lunch gathering.  

The afternoon climbs are mostly somewhat shorter and eas-
ier than the morning ones, though as the legs get tired it obvi-
ously starts feeling harder and harder. I’ve climbed Nelson Road 
in Colrain several times, but never after biking 83 miles. I also 
knew that perhaps the hardest climb of the day would happen 
around the 95-mile mark. Patten Hill Road is one of those roads 
that exist only around here: it starts with a very steep (at least 
20% grade) climb on paved road, and then, after turning to dirt 
and leveling off a bit, ends a mile and three quarters later with 
an equally steep section that is on “unmaintained” dirt, which 
means it’s mostly loose gravel and rocks. All day long I knew it 
was coming and it was as hard as I expected, including the only 
time in the day when I lost traction and had to stop on a hill. I 
was able to restart, though, and never walked. 

A friend had warned me not to “think you’re done” after 
Patten but there’s about 15 miles left and I already knew that 
the final descent down Hawks Rd, another “unmaintained” one, 
would be difficult. Sure enough, after a long climb up South 
Shelburne Rd, the bumpy, uneven terrain of Hawks was about 
all my sore shoulders and lower back could take. When my tires 
finally hit the smooth pavement of Upper Rd in Deerfield, it was 
like landing on a sunny beach after weathering a storm at sea. I 
glided, slowly, over the Stillwater Bridge and took a left towards 
Mill Village Rd, ending the ride where it started almost exactly 
11 hours earlier.  

I was hoping I could average 12 miles an hour for the day 
but the slow crawl down Hawks put that out of reach. Final stats 
were 111.11 miles, 12,244 feet climbed, 9:20:02 ridden over 
11:00:29 elapsed time, 11.9 MPH, and 4,377 calories burned. I 
went home, showered and lay on the couch exhausted, but I 
already couldn’t wait until we do it again next year! 

Full ride stats: https://www.strava.com/activities/2627922235  

Deerfield Dirt Road Randonnée (D2R2)  
by Patrick Pezzati 

The Ultra Life 

https://www.strava.com/activities/2627922235
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SMAC Racing 

2019 SMAC Race Series Update 
by John Reino 

The SMAC Series is demanding by design. It’s meant for 
people who love racing and the racing scene.  

15 races in 8 months on paper seems like no big deal; 15 
races in 8 months on legs actually is a pretty big deal. Even 
some who love racing and the scene take exception when it 
comes to attempting 15 races in 8 months. Luckily, getting 9 
races done makes you an official Series Finisher—and that’s 
an accomplishment!  

The Series schedule opens in April with a “leg shocker,” 
the Ron Hebert 8-miler, and concludes in November with the 
Monson Half Marathon finale (the 13 remaining races in be-
tween are all 10K or less). With the Half always at the end, 
the schedule is built on the idea of progression across the 
season (disclaimer: this year there’s race #15 after the Half, 
but the intent remains).  

Generally speaking, by the time September and October 
roll around, even the toughest Series competitor is feeling 
the mental and physical toll of frequent racing. The grind, as 
it were. This year there were two series races in September 
(Don Maynard and the Summit Run—which in prior years 
have been on the same weekend); October had three races; 
and November will have three as well.  

For the 2019 Series, races 11 through 15 are all one week 
apart, meaning a Series competitor is racing on five consecu-
tive weekends—that’s back to back to back to back to back. It 
actually almost would have been SIX consecutive weekends, 
but participants were allowed one week off between races 
#10 and #11.  

Four days after the last race concludes, we hold our Se-
ries party to celebrate the season (open to all SMAC mem-
bers). And then it’s over.  

As Series Director for ten years, I’ve sat and observed all 
this from a privileged perch—one where I can sing praise in 
watching others ‘tough it out’ to the end (regardless of their 
speed). It’s a place where I get to see the participants’ great 
moments and not-so-great moments; unfortunately, more 
often than not disappointment (or injury) far outnumbers 
instances of elation (PR’s). Shakespeare conducted dramatic 
plays on a stage; a racers’ performance is staged for view 
throughout the length of a course where he plays the role of 
fierce competitor. I’ve been able to observe great accom-
plishment and determination among adults at play and like a 
proud parent, I’m honored to be a part of this drama.  

***** 

Start of the Conway Covered Bridge Classic 10K in Conway, MA on Sunday, October 6 (photo by Chandra Hancock). 
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“I’ve always just looked at 100 miles as life in a day. You have 
all the trials and tribulations of a life in one day.” 

-14x Western States winner, Ann Trason 

This quote from Ann Trason mainly alludes that, in running 
ultras, we experience the highs and lows of a whole life in 
one day. So what do ultrarunners say, think, and do during a 
long race that fit in with some of the periods of our lives? 

 

Babies, Toddlers and Kids (The Single Digits) 

Refuses to eat until someone forces them to 

”Noooo, I don’t want to (or can’t) eat that…”  

“Yay, I get to eat all the cookies, M&Ms and soda!” 

“Why don’t they have my (expletive) (favorite food/drink/
gear)?” (Tantrums) 

“Did I just poop my shorts?” 

“I am just going to pee riiiiight over here….” 

Spontaneous vomiting/barfing 

Involves copious amounts of powder, wet wipes and anti-
rash cream (lube) 

Crying (See also: every other stage of life but for different 
reasons. Some sad, some happy.) 

Difficulty vocalizing wants and needs 

Teenage Rebellion 

Trying something new on race day, even though (or because) 
the adults tell you not to 

Getting lost/finding your way  

Making questionable life decisions, like eating the bar that 
fell on the ground because it’s the only food you have on 
you. 

“Freedommmm!! Adventure!” (See: start of race) 

“I feel awesome and indestructible!” (See: early stages of 
race. See also: second/third/fourth wind.) 

Crying 

20’s, 30’s, 40’s, and 50’s 

Subsisting on ramen and coke 

Drinking caffeine to stay up all night 

Finding your new best running mate or picking up a pacer 
(See: honeymoon/marriage.) 

Dropping/leaving pacer (See: divorce.) 

Picking up new pacer (See: second/third/fourth marriage.) 

“This really huuuurrrttsss!” (See: pregnancy.) 

“I just want to lie down and sleep.” (See: having a new baby/
toddler.) 

“Oh man, this is the furthest I have ever run and this is only 
partly through the race. I don’t know what is coming 
next.” (See: graduation, career change, new job, buying your 
first house, etc.)  

“I don’t want to do this anymore. Why am I doing this?” (See: 
mid-life crisis.) 

Plotting how to make your pacer’s life miserable because he/
she is telling you to do things you don’t want to do (See: 
workplace passive aggressiveness) 

“Yay, I can use my new (piece of gear here)!” (See: flashy car 
from mid-life crisis and Treat Yo’ Self.) 

Crying 

The Golden/Advanced Years (60’s, 70’s, 80’s and 90’s) 

“I should have gone to the bathroom before I left.” 

“Did I just poop my shorts or pee myself?” 

“How many of us are left out here?” 

“I am going to strip down to my skivvies and I am past caring 
if anyone sees me.” 

“Yay, I am upright and still going/moving forward!” 

“I am just going to walk, take it easy, and enjoy the sunset/
sunrise.” 

“Please, I can’t take any more solid food. Can I just have some 
broth?” 

Crying 

The Last Stages 

“Thank god, I can finally stop moving. I am just going to lie 
down here and not move for a while.” 

“That was one heck of an experience.” 

“What’s next?” 

Crying 

 While we may have a lot of these thoughts running 
through our heads during a race, or through all of life’s highs 
and lows, we never go through life alone. Like life, ultra races 
are filled with people who are sharing a part of this experi-
ence with you, be it volunteers, crew, pacers, fellow races. 
People who love you and want to see you make it to the ulti-
mate finish line to achieve something special. To all of you 
who have been a part of an ultra race in any capacity, thank 
you for being a part of someone’s amazing journey.  

***** 

Life in a Day 
by Chris Neoh 

The Ultra Life 
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 Ultrateering: a word coined by my good friend Erin Haz-
ler to describe long volunteer shifts at trail/ultra races. Who 
can be an ultrateer? Why do it? What do you get from it be-
sides the snacks you ate off the aid station table? By the way, 
have you seen the snacks at ultras? It’s like a buffet; and the 
longer the race, the better the snacks! 

Anyone can be an ultrateer. Experienced ultrarunner? 
You help troubleshoot runner problems and give advice that 
comes directly from your experience. As an experienced run-
ner, you are in a good position to recognize the signs of a de-
hydrated runner who needs to be reminded to take their salt 
pills and take in fluids because you have probably been in 
that situation before. Curious about a race but not sure you 
want to run it this year? Volunteer! Be inspired by the racers 
and get excited to sign up for next year. Not an experienced 
ultrarunner? We still need you! Most runners are fine and 
only need help with opening a water bottle because they lost 
the dexterity to do it themselves. Family member of a racer? 
Volunteer and you get to see your runner! Bonus if it’s a loop 
race: you get to see them again and again! If you can take 
care of a toddler for 5 minutes, YOU can volunteer at an aid 
station. All it requires is a positive, encouraging attitude (and 
sometimes lots of patience).  

Erin says, “ultrateering is one of the most satisfying and 
healing things I’ve found since discovering trail running.” 
There is something magical about being in the woods all day, 
helping runners push through their pain, hearing stories of 

what they overcame just to show up at the starting line, and 
realizing their joy when everything falls into place. Most of 
all, at the end of the day, you know that you contributed. In 
fact, you were a part of every runner’s race! The person who 
is running their first ultra? YOU helped them. The lone runner 
hitting the aid station at 2 a.m.? YOU were the reason they 
smiled or muttered, “Oh, thank God!” When I meet up with 
my runner after a race, we exchange tales. He tells me his 
race stories, and I tell him the race stories of 10 other racers 
(like the runner who jumped OVER the aid station table or 
the one who recently finished chemo). 

It’s true that you don’t get a buckle for ultrateering. 
There are no age group awards or Strava kudos, and some-
times you have to deal with barfing runners or their stinky 
socks/shoes. You may get volunteer swag, but there is not a 
lot of recognition. The runners you helped the most may not 
even be aware enough to know what you did. Occasionally, a 
race director will forward on an email from a grateful runner 
who mentions an aid station that saved their race. More 
often than not, you only have your own satisfaction of the 
good you have done. But I guarantee you, you will come 
away with an appreciation for what the volunteers do.  

Give it a shot. Try volunteering at that race that you al-
ways run for one year. See how good it feels to contribute to 
everyone’s race. Give back to the trail running community. 
It’s easy: find a race, sign up to volunteer, commit to it, and 
have a blast on race day!  

The Fine Art of Ultrateering 
by Arielle Knudsen 

The Ultra Life 

Laure Van den Broeck Raffensperger  
at the 2019 Mt. Toby Trail Race 
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Upcoming Races 

Upcoming Races and Events  

Some upcoming SMAC, SMAC-affiliated, and various other races and events around the region 

November 

2 (Saturday) 8th Annual Building a Healthy Community 5K – (Look Park) Florence, MA 12 noon website 

2 (Saturday) Bear Hole Run for the Trails 5K and 10K – West Springfield, MA 10:00 a.m. website [TRAIL]  

2 (Saturday) Air Line Trail Ghost Run Half-Marathon – New Hampton, CT 9:00 a.m. registration 

3 (Sunday) Peaked Mountain Trail Races 10K / 4-hr. – Monson, MA 10:30AM website Facebook [TRAIL] 

3 (Sunday) Dan Barry 5-Miler – Hatfield, MA noon registration 

10 (Sunday) Amherst Half Marathon & 5K – Amherst, MA 8 a.m. website 

10 (Sunday) Monson Memorial Classic Half-Marathon (and 5K) – Monson, MA noon website 

10 (Sunday) durtyfeets Upton State Forest 21K Trail Race – Upton, MA 9:00 a.m. website [TRAIL] 

10 (Sunday) Holiday Sweater Fun Run 5K – Lee, MA 10:00 a.m. website 

16 (Saturday) Movember Trail Run (413 Trail Runners event; free/fundraiser)  – Mt. Tom, MA 9:00 a.m. website [TRAIL] 

17 (Sunday) Ray Brown Memorial K9 9K – Wendell State Forest, MA 9:00 a.m. registration [DIRT ROAD] 

21 (Thursday) SMAC Race Series dinner – Hotel Umass, Amherst 6:00 p.m. (see the Series article on p. 39) 

28 (Thursday) Stuffing the Pantry 5K – East Longmeadow, MA 8:00 a.m. website 

28 (Thursday) Give ‘em the Bird 5K – Easthampton, MA 8:30 a.m. Facebook 

28 (Thursday) Wilbraham Turkey Trot (5-miler) – Wilbraham, MA 8:30 a.m. website 

28 (Thursday) Sachem Scamper 5K – Greenfield, MA 9:00 a.m. Facebook registration [TRAIL] 

30 (Saturday) Talking Turkey 6-mile XC race – Ashley Res, Holyoke, MA 1:00 p.m. Facebook [DIRT ROAD] 

 

December 

Greater Springfield Harriers weekly Snowstorm Classic races begin Saturday Dec. 1 at 9:00 a.m. in Forest Park website 

1 (Sunday) Gorge Apres Gorge 5K trail race – Chesterfield, MA 9:30 a.m. Facebook [TRAIL] 

7 (Saturday) Millinocket Marathon (free! Just buy stuff in Millinocket) – Millinocket, ME 10:00 a.m. website 

7 (Saturday) Jingle Bell Jog 5K – Brattleboro, VT 9:30 a.m. website 

8 (Sunday) Hot Chocolate Run for Safe Passage 5K – Northampton, MA 11 a.m. Facebook website  

21 (Saturday) Seth’s Fat Ass 50K – Springfield, MA 8:30 a.m. signup 

28? (Saturday) North Adams Fat Ass 50K – North Adams, MA 9:00 a.m. link [2019 date not yet confirmed as of 11/1/19] 

 

Jan. 1 (Wednesday) Sawmill River Run 10K – Montague, MA 10:00 a.m. Facebook registration 

 

January/February: Sawmill River Run 10K (Montague, MA), Arena Attack Indoor Race Series (Amherst, MA), Green-
field Winter Carnival 4-Miler (Greenfield, MA), WMAC, WMDP, Dion, Winter Wild, and Nor’Easter snowshoe races, and 
more. Also: indoor track meets, winter youth track, and all the XC skiing you can shake two sticks on your feet at.  

https://www.hrymca.org/event/8th-annual-building-a-healthy-community-5k/
http://www.wsenvironmentalcommittee.org/events.html
http://www.lightboxreg.com/airline-trail-ghost-run_2019?mobile=0
http://www.cyclonautmultisport.com/
https://www.facebook.com/peakedmttrailrace/info/?entry_point=page_nav_about_item&tab=overview
https://www.active.com/hatfield-ma/running/distance-running-races/hatfield-lions-club-dan-barry-memorial-road-race-2019
https://hartfordmarathon.com/amherst-half-marathon-weekend/
http://www.monsonmemorialclassic.com/
https://event.racereach.com/upton-state-forest/
https://specialolympicsma.donordrive.com/index.cfm?fuseaction=donorDrive.event&eventID=565
https://mailchi.mp/cf7e7eeb1e4e/movember-2019-trail-fun-run-and-fundraiser-on-mt-tom-1057691?fbclid=IwAR2VRkOzx39AMDs373-eKvby1tyX6odibE115_hfuM_-6PREi_BXPdqffV8
https://www.runreg.com/ray-brown-memorial-9k-for-k9
http://www.stuffingthepantry.org/
https://www.facebook.com/giveemthebird5K/
https://wilbrahamturkeytrot.weebly.com/
https://www.facebook.com/DIALSELF-Sachem-Scamper-581553995305753/
https://www.runreg.com/dialself-sachem-scamper
https://www.facebook.com/TalkingTurkeyRace/
http://www.harriers.org/SnowStorm/index.html
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Gorge-apr%C3%A9s-Gorge/175499033294
http://www.crowathletics.com/millinocket/
https://www.brattleborochamber.org/events/#!/details/Jingle-Bell-Jog/7425427/2019-12-07T09
https://www.facebook.com/hotchocolaterun
http://hotchocolaterun.com/
https://ultrasignup.com/register.aspx?did=70688
http://www.runwmac.com/info-fatass50.html
https://www.facebook.com/Sawmill-River-10K-Run-121815654539615/
https://www.runreg.com/sawmill-river-10k-run
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Upcoming Events 

Sugarloaf Winter Youth Track Program 

For kids in grades K–8, SMAC’s Winter Youth Track Pro-
gram provides an introduction to a variety of track and field 
events, and is a great way to develop athleticism and prac-
tice skills and techniques of these events. Come out to have 
fun, make new friends, and get the winter wiggles out!  

Coaches Sydney Henthorn, Ashley Krause, Alex Niemiec, 
and Marc Patillo, along with our Smith College T&F athletes 
and high school-aged assistant coaches, we teach running, 
jumping, and throwing events. Each evening, athletes will be 
divided into co-ed groups by age and then rotate through 3 
to 4 stations (with 2–3 coaches per station/activity). Stations 
and activities will vary each week.  

Register online at Runreg.com (fee: $90) 

The program is from 4-6 p.m. at Smith College's Indoor 
Track and Tennis facility (ITT) off West Street (Rte. 66), on 
the following Sunday evenings:  

December 1, 15  January 5, 12, 19, 26  
February 2, 8, 23  March 1 

February 16: All Comers Track Meet (2-5 p.m.)  

SMAC'S YOUTH TRACK PROGRAM MISSION: To foster 
the development of youth through participation in track and 
field training to develop athletic strength, sportsmanship, 
and a passion for lifelong fitness. 

Questions? 
Contact Sydney Henthorn, program director 

shenthorn20@gmail.com 

Snowstorm Classic Winter Race Series 
Presented by the Greater Springfield Harriers 

The SnowStorm Classic Winter Race Series has been held 
each Saturday from December through February since 
1980. Organized by the Greater Springfield Harriers running 
club, the series alternates between certified 5 and 10 kilo-
meter courses. 

 
The races have never been canceled. No matter how cold 
it is, how much it may snow, if you get to the Skate House, 
you can run! 

 

Where 
Porter Lake Skate House, Forest Park, Springfield, MA 

 

When 
Saturdays at 9:00 a.m. from Dec. 1st, 2019 through the end 
of February, 2020 

 

Registration 
Day of Race Registration Only: 8:15 am - 8:45am 
Per Week: Adults $5/Kids 14 & under only $2. Run once, or 
as many weeks as you like. 
- Or -  
Season Pass: $50 Adults / $20 for 14 & under: Pay at the 
race. ** There is an entrance fee into Forest Park 

 

For more information,  
please see the Harriers website 

The New England Green River Marathon is one of the most scenic races around. Running along the mostly wooded banks 
of the Green River, from Marlboro College in VT to Greenfield Community College in MA, the rolling, downhill course fea-
tures a net 1,450-foot drop. If you like small, rural, community races through some of the most beautiful landscape in 
New England, then this is the marathon for you. This race raises funds for the Connecticut River Conservancy’s efforts to 
preserve and clean-up the Green River, one of the many tributaries that flow into the Connecticut River, and also sup-
ports the Sugarloaf Mountain Athletic Club’s activities in the Pioneer Valley. See the race website to register.  

https://www.runreg.com/sugarloaf-youth-track
mailto:shenthorn20@gmail.com
http://harriers.org/SnowStorm/index.html
http://harriers.org/SnowStorm/index.html
https://newenglandgreenrivermarathon.com/
https://newenglandgreenrivermarathon.com/
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Parting Shot 

(and please send YOUR contributions for inclusion in future issues of The Sun!) 

Justin Fermann surges away up the rainy trail at Mt. Toby (photo by Ben Kimball) 

Click here to join or to renew your SMAC membership in 2020 

A proud member of 

https://www.runreg.com/smacmembership0

